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The 'Burg is no booming metropolis but
its variety of bars, pubs and restaurants
Ihvn the social scene.
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CENTER SUPPLEMENT

Are yiu ready Ur sum IntkaH?

luck .line Irish

'm player stats to coach and player profiles, the 2001 Football Supplement will
have you psyched for the season.

The 13th annual Galway Film Fleadh
provides a glimpse into Ihe Irish and
international film community.
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Transfer student
dies in I-64
accident
A JMl' lr.in-.lir Minimi died in
.i car acddenl while traveling to
|MU Friday.
Kevin Ahbtrand, 19, of
\'irginia Beach, died when llx-. ir
ha NH in vcemd i>ir lututtal* M
ni'.ir DM Providriur forge exit
and dashed into a Inv in the
median. Both ha and the drive;
Maria Dies, 19, wen' wearing
MMtbelb. Both dud .it the scene.
AliKtran.l v\.is ,i Iran i.
dent trtiin Chriatophci Newporl
l'ni\crsity in Newport Newi I la
would have atauKd hte sophomore year al JMU. Ahlatrand
..•r in internattonaj n'l.itions.
DM/,
.1 cloaa Mend of
Mil-.tr.ind. vv.is returning to the
i -it\ ol Vir^ini.t 1.1 start lier
lophomore veex
— compiled from staff reports

Class of 2002
ready for class
challenge
Seniors ,m Bearing up for a

It-am- orient)

High: 83
Low: 67

>t 2002

fund-raising campaign.
The '
i illenge
<SCC) Steering Committee is
Starching for BKnaaad senior participation in the challenge to sponsor events and raise funds for the
yet to be decided CBBM gtft
The committee plans to form
teams of four to six people, consisting of gawp-, ol friends, members of an organisation, rratemity
or sorority, club, as well as otherv
The teams will aim to raise funds
for the SCC
The commitur is accepting
volunt.
event
VIM!
challenge for
more information.
— compiled from staff reports

Arboretum to
expand with
land purchase
The JMU Foundation purchased two lots on University
Boulevard in lulv The lots an?
T( to the trie Edith Carrier
Arboretum, according to Tom
Sdhaefer, vice president ot the IML
Foundahon. The property will be
used to expand the arboretum.
There's ,1 master plan that
orates that properlv in the
arboretum," Schaefer said. "The
master plan is subject to change,
but those lots will be incorporated in it."
The cost of the purchase will be
covered by donations to the JMU
Foundation, SchefifJat said. The
Foundation does not release information about the COtt of purchases Scheeft i leid
— coiu:
I :t''reports

JMU, local police seek results from team-up
Teaming up:
Police Partners
| Mutual aid agreement
teams up JMU and
Harrisonburg police
in efforts to patrol a
wider off-campus
area
I Joining the bandwag| on: Many Virginia
schools have mutual
aid agreements,
including Old Dominion
University. Virginia
Commonwealth
University and the
University of Virginia
I Heavier police presence to be around
Harrisonburg for next
4-5 weekends

BY KYRA PAPAFII

contributing writer
Harrisonburg and JMU
Police teamed up this weekend
as part of their mutual aid
agreement in order to better
patrol Harrisonburg during the
busy first weekend back.
I larnsonburg Police Captain
Malcolm Wilfong said he
thought it was a positive
tmngamant "I saw a lot of
coopetatjon from the students
both Friday and Saturday
rdghui ili'Tc wan tot towar
-.Indents with open alcohol conMiners." he said.
Willong said the team-up of
police forces helped the eltorls
"1 think that we're going to
li.n,- ,i great presence as far as
an enforcement and preventative role now," he said.

JML' Chief of Police Lee
Shifflett also said he felt the
increased presence was beneficial. "By us going out and
meeting with the residents of
Forest Hills, I definitely didn't see the amount of alcohol
that we saw last year," he
said. "Discretion was used by
the residents and our presence deterred some of the
problems."
Wiltong said, "We basically
spent a lot of time in the
Village Lane area this past
weekend because of problems
last year,"
Wilfong said.
"Now we will filter out into
the other areas to have that
presence radiating."
in previous years, JMU and
HPD had mutual aid agreements for activities such as

Parents'
Weekend
and
Homecoming, and over winter
and spring breaks when there

-66
... we will filter out
into the other areas to
have that presence
radiating.
-Malcolm Wilfong

Captain. Hamwnburg Police

55

Harper told The Breeze in
March.
Starting last year, the
JMU police and the HPD
made a special agreement
whereby officers from both
forces would work together.
The agreement involves one
JMU and one HPD officer
patrolling in each car,
according to Wilfong.
"The team-up will allow
police to better patrol housing
primarily on Port Republic
Road, Village Lane, Lois Lane
apartments, Sunchase and the
whole gamut out in that area,"
Wilfong said.
The teams of officers will
not limit their patrols to the
weekends. "It is every day, but

are larger numbers of people in
I larnsonburg, HPD Chief D.G.

see COMMUNITY, page 5

Three's a crowd
Freshmen deal with triple rooms while others
live large, spacious in new Rockingham Hall
BY JEFF NACA

contributing writer
Upon receiving their residency letters this summer, a large number of freshmen learned they
would be living in a temporary triple dorm.
This semester, 3,267 freshmen entered JMU, creating an overflow in living arrangements.
"The freshman class was larger than we anticipated. We try to get an estimate of who will
leave the first week and try to fill 100 percent of
the dorms," said Jim McConnel, senior director
of resident life. "We were probably estimating
about .1,230 freshmen."

New kids in the hall
BY LYNBTTE DIAZ

staff writer
I his senie-ter marks tin- opening ot the former
Howard Johnson Inn as Rockingham Hall, an upperclassmen dorm located on Port Republic Road.
Renovated and redecorated into a residence hall
this past summer, the new hall houses approximately
70 upperclass sludents in predominantly single-person rooms with 1V by IS' dimensions
JMU has housed students in the Howard lohnson
Inn since 1980, but this is the first vear that they have
modified rooms with a specific eat-up for students
The room and board for Rockingham is $400 more
per semester than the room and board for on-campus
residences.
Senior Director of Residence Life, Jim McConnell,
told Ttie Breeze in April that he had suggested the
building be turned into a residence hall because the
number of students wanting to n-turn to campus had
risen. He said the hall would be temporary and eventually become a parking lot when 1-81 expands.
Rockingham residents have mixed opinions about
living in the new dorm.
"I think it's a pretty good level of independence,"
set NEW. page 5

The Office of Residence Life (ORL) was forced to
arrange 98 rooms of triples, 29 male and 69 female,
in the Village to accommodate the class of 2005,
according to ORL.
According to McConnel, every spring ORL uses
statistics from the past year to estimate the number
of freshmen that will attend the university.
Accordingly, ORL sets aside a certain number of
dorms for them.
The remaining dorms are saved for returning
upperclassmen and transfer students.
The triples are spread throughout the Village,
with one triple per suite in order to give those living

in a triple the lounge as extra space for studying
and other necessities.
"When I first found out that 1 was placed in a
triple, 1 was surprised. 1 really didn't think about it.
1 was Just relieved to find out who my roommates
were," freshman Chryst.il Pope said.
"At first I didn't mind, it was like meeting an
extra friend. Now though, if s a little stressful and
if s going to be a hassle to move," freshman David
Reichbaum said.
The triples are regular Village dorm rooms with
see TRIPLE, page 5
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Rocklnfham Hall, a new residence hall on Port Republic Road la a renovated version of the
Howard Johnson Inn that students have occupied since 1980.

An apple for the teacher
SMAD professor John Woody earns national Apple award
BY DAVID CLBMBNTSON

Ml OHAN MI'KPIIY/un</imi.u
Associate SMAD professor, John Woody was honored with the Apple Distinguished
Educator Award In August, one of 15 that Apple awards across the nation.

staff writer
It seemed to be an ordinary
fishing trip
in beautiful
Chincoteague, Virginia, but this
fisherman accidentally took his
cell phone along.
Before he knew it. John
Woody, associate professor in
the School of Media Arts and
Design, was having "the best of
both worlds."
He was simultaneously
catching a lot of huge trout and,
over the phone, interviewing
with Apple computer i-xemtivcs
lor the Apple Distinguished
Educator Award.
On August 18, Apple presented Woody with tin1 achievement
award in the Digital Media field.
Apple handed out 15 national
awards in this year in various
fields in higher education.
Tliis award is one of at least
10
national
achievement
awards received by Woody in
the last 10 years.
Wood\ became one ol live

national recipients of the ADE
award in the Creative Design
category.
Other
recipients
include teachers from ihe
University of Notre Dame and
Michigan Slate University.

model effective administrative
leadership and teacher professionalism."
"Ifs a real honor," Woody
said. "It's just wonderful. More
importantly, I'm just so proud of
my students. While I've been
actively leaching them, m\ stu
dents have won 39 national
awards including two regional
... I'm glad to see Apple student Emmys and awards
from the National Broadcasting
give him some
Association.'
George Johnson, head of the
recognition that he's due. SMAD
department, said, "I feel
he's done an exceptionally
—George Johnson that
good
job
for us. And I'm glad to
SMAD department head
see Apple give him some recognition that he's due."
Another prerequisite for winnine the ADE award, according
to the Web site, is that recipients
"are committed to engage, motiAccording to the Web site for vate, and inspire young minds."
the ADE Program, "Apple
"Professor
Woody
has
Distinguished Educators are a become the standard by which I
select group of K-12 and Higher now compare all teachers/ said
Education educators who exem- junior lason Garber, a SMAD
plify best practices. They also
see WOODY, oaw 4
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR

NEWS

THURSDAY, AUGUST 30
• BapttM Student I rtion large group praiM-ami worship, 530
p.m.. Baptist Student Center on the turner of Cantrell Avenue
and Main Nrvct, contact Archie at 434-6822.
TO SUBMIT A DUKE
DAY EVENT:
E-mail fames of /Tic Brteu at daadjl with the information
(event, date, location, contact info, etc.) Please submit by
Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for a Thursday issue.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 31
• Blpttsl Student Union New Testament Creek Bible
Study, 8 to 8:45.1 m , Motet One, Creek study of John 1,
contact Archie .it 4<4-M<22.

Marijuana
• James B Eckert, 19. of Blue Bel. Pa was
airesled and charged with possession of marijuana Aug. 24 at 10 p.m in White Hall There
was allegedly a strong odor when police
approached. The subject allegedly had a glass
pipe with residue in [
Grand Larceny
• A JMU student reported a futon and swivel
chair were taken from storage on Greek Flow
sometime between May 4 and Aug. 25.

3

Forger

3

OPINION
All Sides See First Weekend as
Success

7

Forest Hills Heritage Lost

7

Letters to the Editor

7

FOCUS
• A VCR was removed from Hie basement of
Hie Delta Delta Delia house sometime between
Aug 5 al 5 p.m. and Aug 22 at 1 p.m.
• A hard dnve and floppy disk were reportedmissing from a storage area in Greek Row The
computer was reportedy placed in storage for
the summer. The report was filed Aug 24 al
11:37 p.m.
• A JMU student reported a missing JAC
Card. The incident occurred sometime Aug. 24
between 9 and 10 a.m.
• A JMU student reported the larceny of a wallet containing a JAC Card, ATM card and cash.
The incident occurred in White HaH sometime
between Aug 25 at 11 p.m. and Aug 26 at 4 p.m.
Driving Under the Influence
• Non-student Ryan G Clark. 21, of Staunlon,
was arrested and charged with driving under the
influence The subject allegedly drove the wrong
way on South Main Street, near the intersection
of Graften Street, almost hitting a potce cruiser
Aug. 25 at 1:51 a.m.
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A Glimpse Into the Irish Film
Community

11

Saturday

Isolated storms
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Harrisonburg Night Lite

13

Sunday

Isolated storms

80
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Just Go Out
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Monday

Mostly cloudy

79

60

Tango's Restaurant Review

13

All Things Literary

14

MARKET WATCH

SPORTS

HWlMdly. August 29 20C1

Underage Possession of Alcohol
• Kelly C Ensall. 18. ol Fairfax, was arrested

Petty Larceny

Parking Stuff

WEATHER

Bv JAMES DAVID
assistant MM \ editor

In other matters, campus police report the lortow-

3

Campus Spotlight: What is the
best Harrisonburg eatery and why'' 8

POLICE LOG

Police observed suspcious activity while nding
down Harrison Street A JMU student reportedly pouted liquid on the ground and stood beside
a burning fire. The area reportedy smelted
heavily of gasoline The sub)ect reportedly had
intentions of burning property. Hazmat was
■eponedfy dispatched to dispose of the materials. The report was filed Aug. 27 at 1:31 am.

Good Times
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The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed
throughout James Madison University and the local Harnsonburg oommunrty
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Julie Sproesser. editor
Mailing address:
Section phone numbers
The Breeze
Opinion/Style .83848
Gt Arthony-Seeger Hall
»!-..— -MBtln
MSC 6805
.88041
James Madison University
Focus .83846
Harnsonburg, Virginia 22807
Phone: (540) 568-6127
Fax: (540) 568-6736 Sports .86709
PhoUQsipNH <M74t
E-Mail address: lhe_ breozo@jmuedu
Breeze Net: http./Awvw thebreeze org
Bookkeeper
Receptionist
Butinets/TBChnoiogy
Subac ShiffleW
Angie McWhorief
Coordinator

Sports Beat

CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8 am and 5 p.m.
Cost $2 50 lor the first 10 words, $2 lor each
additional 10 words: boxed classified. $10 per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon
Tuesday lor Thursday issue
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office.

*

ATTENTION JMU
WOMEN:
FALL SORORITY
RECRUITMENT SIGN-UPS

*

ON THE

ROAD OF

LIFE

THEREARE

FRIENDS

AND THERE

ARE

SISTERS,..

WHEN:

MONDAY AUGUST 27FRIDAY AUGUST 31
TIME:
10am-2pm
WHERE: ON THE COMMONS
(IN FRONT OF D-HALL)
COST:
$33.00
(checks preferred)

COME JOIN IN THE EXCITEMENT!!!

SISTERS WANTED.

THURSDAY, AUGUST

L

Bad Times

Two employees of local
club. Goodtimes, face
drug charges

30, 2001 THE BREEZE I 3

"I believe that Lynn would
want us to realize our own
blessings and to attain a simple perspective on life."
KIM EMERSON

department of physics

BEYOND THE 'BURG
International

U.S. to Attend U.N.
Session Despite
Concerns Over
Abortion Issues
BY ALAN SIPRESS

The Washington Pnst
The Bush administration
expects to send a high-level
delegation to a special UN.
General Assembly session on
children next month despite
continuing concerns that the
final declaration will endorse
abortion services and counseling,
State
Department
spokesman Richard Boucher
said Tuesday.
■We look forward to attending this conference at a high
level. We're making the preparations now. We're working on
the document, on the Tan!iuage. And we're working on
inalizing our delegation,"
Boucher said.
A senior State Department
official said later that Secretary
of State Colin Powell likely
would not attend but that
Education Secretary Roderick
Paige or Health and Human
Services Secretary Tommy
Thompson could be tapped.
see Ahortion,.page 5

National
Stem Cell
Controversy Swirls
Among Those With
Chronic Diseases
BY CHARLES ORNSTEIN

Los Angeles Times
For 11-year-old Arianna
Helfant. stem cell research Is
tar more than an elusive topic
being debated within the White
House and the halls of
Congress.
She sees It as a potential
Sure for her juvenile diabetes.
■ In contrast. Georgeanne
Clfarelli believes stem cells
(jtfer a false promise for her
husband and others who suffer
Horn advanced Alzheimer's
President Bush's recent
decision to allow federal fundIg for limited research on
em cells has unleased a
flood of emotions and questions among many of the 128
million patients with chronic
diseases nationwide.
' "Will this work for me?"
they ask. "How soon will wo
see results?"
see Conlrorersy. page 5

Virginia
Small firms still vying
for skilled workers,
survey finds
Bv KIRSTIN DOWNEY
, GRIMSIEY
Tlie Washington Post
', The economic slowdown
means the labor market isn't
ai tight as it was a year ago,
but small-business owners are
sHI reporting that a good man
(or woman) is hard to find.
A nationwide survey of businesses that employ fewer than
250 workers found during the
spring that 71 percent of
firms that recently recruited
new employees said it was
Hard" or "very hard" to find
qualified workers
"The survey, conducted by
tRe Gallup Organization lor the
National
Federation ot
Independent Business, found
tfiat about 30 percent of the
companies looking lor workers
still must outbid other employers by ottering higher wages or
better benefits
. Two-thirds of the firms said
•ley have gone without needid employees More than halt
laid they've had to cut back
*ork hours, limit production or
turn away business
I "II we had a more skilled
workforce and just more bodies, we'd have more output, no
Bs. ands or buts about it."
William J. Dennis Jr., senior
(bsearch fellow at the NFIB,
(aid this week. "When firms
Oeed to limit work, we suffer a
fcss of output, and that means
•veryone suffers."
seeJob.pageS

Trading spaces: JMU parking changes
BY RICHARD SAKSHAUG

News Editor
Students returned to JMU
this year to find new parking
options on campus.
The five level, 500-space
parking deck was finished in
July, said Winfield Scott,
director of Facilities Planning
and Construction. It opened
on July 16.
The ground level and level
two are designated for faculty,
while levels three through five
are designated for students with
commuter permits. There are
about 33° commuter spaces and
125 faculty spaces.
In addition, the ground
level has 18 two-hour maximum parking meters. The
construction for the deck
began in March 2000.
On Monday, in response to
congestion and demand for
spaces in the parking deck.
Parking Services converted 60
former faculty spaces into commuter spaces, according to Vice
President of Business Services
lowana Moore. These spaces are
located on the second level. .
Moore said she and the
Parking Advisory Committee
had anticipated that changes
would be made to the space allocations based on how the parking
situation panned out
On Monday, an entire half or
the second level, assigned to fticulty and staff, remained empty, so
the decision was made to reassign

CHRIS LAbZDAJtoninhulirtK phulographei

The new parking deck rises In the JMU skyline providing 500 more parking spaces on campus for commuters and faculty.
the spaces so students could park
there, Moore said.
"It was a decision made
because we couldn't justify all the
spaces sitting open assigned to
faculty and staff when students
could use them," Moon? said.
The parking deck also
houses the Parking Services
office, previously located in
Shenandoah Hall.

Former student may do time
BY KFXLY SCOTT

staff writer
A former JMU student is facing up to 480 years in a Virginia
prison after spending approximately $5,700 with stolen check
books and debit cards belonging to JMU students and
Harrisonburg residents.
The JMU police investigation of Kate Travers, 19, began in
January when students called in
complaints of stolen checkbooks
and credit and debit cards, acccording to JMU Police Lt. Danny
Whetzel, chief of investigations.
"It didn't take long to identify a suspect." Whetzel said in
the June 6 issue of the Daily
News-Record. "Bank employees
were becoming familiar with
the name. She was identified by
too many people."
Whetzel interviewed Travers
and obtained a confession from
her. Police originally arrested
Travers in January, but she posted bond and was released.
The DN-R article stated
"reports of forgery kept coming
in." Police arrested Travers
again in February.

Travers will face sentencing
Sept. 7 for a guilty plea to 30
counts of forgery and 18 counts
of uttering. The reported minimum sentence is 48 years.
An uttering is the actual
passing of a check, whereas a
forgery is just the signing of a
check, according to Whetzel.
Rockingham Circuit Court
Judge John J. McGrath, Jr. has
the additional option of sentencing her to a boot camp, detention center or diversion center,
according to Deputy Clerk
Jessica Preston.
Preston said the boot camp
lasts approximately 90 days and
is "military style," and the
detention center term lasts up to
six months and offers substance
abuse counseling.
The diversion center lasts up
to six month and includes working off the premises.
Travers attended JMU
from 1999 to 2000. She originally had 24 indictments for
forgery, 24 for uttering, and fo
for obtaining money by hlti
pretenses, according to a June
1 continuance order.

Moore said Parking Services
was relocated for space and convenience reasons. She said Parking
Services did not have much space
in Shenandoah Hall, which was
shared with the JMU Police. Abo,
the deck location of Parking
Services was deemed more convenient for students and visitors
because it is closer to the main
entrance of campus, she said.

A new parking lot by
Godwin Hall is also under construction. Scott said the construction of the new lot began in
early December.
"It should be done by the
beginning ot October," Scott said.
Part of the construction
involved removing the tennis
courts that had been there. The
men's and women's tennis teams

mast now practice on the Hillside
and Convocation Center lots.
The addition of new commuter spaces as a result of the
new deck prompted Parking
Services to reassign spaces
along Carrier Drive as resident
spaces, Moore said.
Additional parking was also
added in the CISAT area in the
early summer, she said.

Bad times hit Goodtimes as drug
charges mount against employees
Goodtimes Restaurant and
Nightclub closed down after
two' of its employees were
arrested on charges of selling
narcotics at the club.
On June
14, General
Manager Matthew
Nolan
Swain, 27, was charged with
conspiracy
to
distribute
methamphetamines and distribution of cocaine.
The club's bartender,
Daniel Lee Blackburn, 22. was
charged with distribution of
nu'th.imphetamines.
The RUSH Drug Task Force
made the arrests after an informant was able to buy drugs at
Goodtimes on two occasions.
"I was shocked when I saw
the drug task force here. I had
no idea anything was going
on," club owner Bobby Ward
said in the June 16 edition of
the Daily Neu'S-Record.
Located on 150 East Wolfe
Street
in
Harrisonburg,
Goodtimes was only in business for six and a half months.

The 650-person-capacity club
hosted a variety of events,
such as WXJM's MACRoCk
last April.
Ir. an interview last August,
Ward told the DN-R, "This club
is something that I've always
wanted to do, and something
that Flarrisonburg needs. We
are going to try to keep it town
friendly, and we hope that it
will go over real well."
The Harrisonburg Police
Department began receiving
drug complaints from inside
the club, according to Chief
Donald G. Harper, and HPD
Sgt. Kurt Boshart said police
were forced to respond to
brawls, bottle-throwing, and
public urination
Senior Marcus Griffin visited Goodtimes once while
living in Harrisonburg over
the summer. "They had a nice
venue," he said, "but since I
heard about all the fights I
didn't go back."
"There were a lot ot bottles

thrown," he said.
A Harrisonburg Police
Department press release on
the Goodtimes drug arrests
stated, 'This type of activity
(alleged drug soliciting) is not
going to be overlooked or treated lightly and you can plan on
other (anti-narcotics) operations continuing, as well as
being started, in the future."
RUSH is a regional narcotics
task force that combines efforts
with investigators from the
Rockingham County Sheriff's
Department. Virginia State
Police, FBI, Drug Enforcement
Administration, Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms,
and other federal law enforcement agencies to combat drug
trafficking in the Harrisonburg
and Rockingham County area.
Ward could not be reached
for any further comment on
the situation.
-compiled by staff reports

Campus community mourns professor losses
BY ALISON ROTHSCHILD

contributing writer
|MU Associate Professor of
Physics (eanette Lynn Miller
died when struck by a
Harrisonburg city transit bus
May 16. A tragic loss four
months ago, many n'member
Miller's contributions as they
start the school year without her.
Miller was involved in many
projects at JMU. Her work
researching high-energy physics
was funded by the National
Science
Foundation
and
involved an international collaboration with the University
ot Chicago, Indiana University,
Argonne National Laboratory
and Cambridge University.
She worked with |MU
undergraduates in her study to
determine if the neutrino, one of
the fundamental particles that
makes up the universe, has
mass As a member of the
American Asrninomical Society,
she was developing an astronomy minor at |MU.
A benill was installed in the
courtyard of Miller Hall M .1
memorial to Miller. A memorial
service was held to honor her on

May 2"
"The loss of Lynn Miller
was tragic and deeply felt,"
said David Brakke, dean of
the College of Science and

University has lost a bright
and talented member of its faculty in the untimely death of
l)r LyiUI Miller The entire
University community is saddtntd by the tragic accident
that took her life. I extend my
deepest sympathy to the
members of Dr. Miller's family and to her many friends
and colleagues at JMU."
Memorial contiubtions may
be made to the Office of
Science and Mathematics,
MSC7502.
In addition, a professor of
folitical siicnce and law at
MU died
July
13 at
Rockinch.im
Memorial
I lospital after a brief illness.
noftaanr Marion T. Doss, Jr..
came to JMU in 1984.
His JMU involvement
included serving as director of
FILE PHOTOS the interdisciplinary minor
program in criminal justice
Professor of Physics J. Lynn Miller, left, and Professor of Politic ■I Science Marlon T. Doss. Jr.
and as faculty adviser for the
Hugh)
and
shared
a
laugh
with
Department
of
Physics,
said.
Mathematics She was an
Lambdl Alpha Ipsilon chapWe
will
miss
Lynn
terribly,
"Lynn
was
a
woman
with
ter of the American Criminal
outstanding teacher, mentor,
many facets and even though though her presence in the Justice Association.
researcher and colleague
I loss received Ins master's
She was also a dreamer. 1 she was a private person, one department will always be felt.
hope ... her memorial MIYlCf never felt inhibiled around Lynn's tragk death was not in degree in publii administration
from Harvard University
vain.
I
believe
that
Lynn
would
and the installation ceremo- her Lynn was a very welcome
in 1%4 and his juris doctor
ny for the bench were, at addition to our department want us to realize our own and master ol law and taxation
least in some small measure, with her wit and charm and blessings and to attain a simple degrees from the College of
a fitting tribute to a wonder- especially her class Lynn over- perspective on life. My prayers William & Mary.
ful oerson and treasured came manv obtttK IfJ "» her life go out to Lynn's family and
Memorial contributions may
and was a very strong woman. friends," Emerson said.
member of the faculty "
be made to the William K.
|MU President l.inwood Nelson Institute for Public
"She earned respect and
Kim Kmerson, program
support technician in the admiration from those she met. Rose said, "lames Madison ..-.Hairs. MSC 8803, JMU.
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Job market still open Woody creates student projects
WOODY, from page 1

JOB, from page 3

I he survey interviews of
more than 750 small businesses
nationwide wen? conducted in
April and May
Although economic markets

have deftariontod In the pari
three months,
an
NFIB
spokesman said the results are
consistent with what the organization li.ish.-en hearing from Hi
members more recently.
For
some
businesses,
recruiting worker* remains a
near constant task, said Bern
Bonifant, vice president of
Natural Lawns Inc., a residential lawn-care company based
in a Washington suburb that

employs 45 people.
The pay scale there starts at
$9.10 an hour and rises with
experience, he said, and includes
health benefits for those who
earn state certification.
He said he's always on the
lookout for workers who speak
and read Knglish well enough to
pass st.ite tests thai permit them
to use pesticides and who
understand math well enough
to calculate the amount of
chemicals to put on a lawn
Of a dozen workers Bonifant
has hired recently, only two
were already fully qualified.
After several weeks of training,
when outdoor temperatures hit

95 degrees for several days in a
row. three of the others quit.
"It only takes two weeks of
heat and people say, 'I want to
be a bank teller, BonttaN said.
Some employers told the
survey researchers that the
softening market means they're
able to be more "more selective" in hiring than they were
last year.
Almost half said they boosted their required skill level
About one-third said they had
higher standards for "personal
conduct and attitude."
More than 90 percent of
those surveyed reported little or
no worker turnover.

Abortion plays role at U.N.
ABORTION, from page 3

Boucher's remarks came
after the Stite [department said
the United States might not send
high-level representatives to the
three-day session in New York
because the draft declaration
contains the phrase "reproductive health services," which is
understood by diplomats to
include abortion.
In talking points provided
two months ago to U.S. diplomats, the Stale Department said
a high-level team would not
attend the special session unless

the United States won changes
in the wording of the final state
ment to "endorse only language
that is clear and unambiguous
on the issue of abortion."
U.S. diplomats in some foreign posts were instructed to tell
their host governments that the
United States had considerable
interest in the special session
and would like to "participate at
a high level."
According to the talking
points, they were told to deliver
the message: "Such participation will not be possible, howev-

er, if language that could be construed to support abortion
remains in the outcome document. Therefore, the U.S.
requests that your delegation in
New York support the United
States in removing and rephrasing this language."
The administration's warning that it might downgrade its
representation to the session
came at the same time the
United States has been weighing
whether to boycott another U.N.
event, the conference on racism
opening Friday in South Africa

Controversy continues to stem
CONTROVERSY, from paXe i

Stem cells taken from very
young embryos offer great
potential, researchers say,
because they can be turned into
different tissues.
That, in theory, will allow
rcsearchers
to
replace
dopamine-secreting neurons in
the brains of Parkinson's
patients and insulin-producing
pancreatic beta cells in diabetics.
As a . juvenile diabetic,
Arianna looks forward to when
she doesn't have to test her
blood six times a day or give
herself three shots of insulin.
Maybe stem cell research will
allow her to eat ice cream with
friends, attend overnight sum-

mer camp and fall asleep without worrying about her blood
sugar level.
"I don't even remember
what it's like to not test my
blood sugar and take shots,"
said Arianna, who lives in Los
Angeles and was diagnosed
with diabetes at age 6. "Every
day, I'm hoping for a cure. It's
something that I'm always
thinking about"
Cifarelli
refers
to
Alzheimer's as the "devil's disease" because it has eluded
researchers for so long. She isn't
following the stem cell debate
because she says it's of no use.
"The way we get through
this every day is to say, 'Forget

(

about the past. The present is
important.' And we don't speak
about the future," said Cifarelli,
who lives in the Los Angeles
suburb of San Marino. "We just
live in the present and take one
day at a time. You don't have
time to do anything else."
1 ler husband, Nicholas, was
diagnosed as having the disease
more than five years ago, and he
has lost most of his faculties.
Before the disease, he was an
internist and chairman of the
bioethics committee at Sin
Gabriel Valley Me^ai Center
Two medicines briefly stopped
the progression of his disease,
but neither work anymore.

Are your current
telephone,
cable, and network
services
getting a little old?.

major. "I have never before met
someone with as much paarion
tot In-, profession as Professor
Woody. His devotion to passing down his knowledge and
craft to the MX) ejnmtllUH is
unparalleled."
Many of his former students
are currently in top entertain
ment and production jobs.
"Students have gotten wonderful jobs, |in) post-production
facilities like Henningcr,"
Woody
said.
Henninger
Interactive Media is a DVD production and editing facility.
"Between Hand 17SMADstudents work lat Henningerl."
Woody said. "From a media
standpoint. JMU is the most
represented school in the
Washington (DC.) market We
have more students working for
post-production houses than
any other school."
One former Woody student,
Chereyle Carson, is now the
senior producer for Fox News in
I.os Angeles. Woody said that
she won national awards while
she was a JMU student.
Another JMU alumnus and
"Woody-ite," Tract Neale, is
now the co-anchor for the 10
p.m. news on Washington. DC.
Pox .iffiliatc WTTG.
Chris Kreynis, who studied
under Woody, became the editor
of the cartoon "Beavis and
Butthead" while working for
MTV, before working as a freelance independent editor
Garber said, "He is without a
doubt the most inspiring and
passionate teacher I have ever
had the honor of learning from."
Robert Jennings, the higher
education account manager
for Apple Computers, nominated Woody for the award.
"John is one of the best there
is, particularly in his field," he
said. "I've seen some of the
work his kids (SMAD students) have done, and it's pretty phenomenal. We look at
John Woody as one of the best
in his field in the country."
Woody said he believes that
several factors gave him the
advantage in receiving the
national recognition. First, he
acknowledged having "the best
students in the world to work
with." Second, Woody claimed
having an advantage with technology. "Other schools are try-

ing to emulate what we do,"he
said. "When you use the best
tools, you're almost assured
success because it's so easy to
use."
Woody claimed thai the
other faculty and staff in the
SMAD department deserve
credit as well. "I can't take credit for everything my students
have done, because there are so
many other faculty in the School
of Media Arts," Woody said.
"(SMAD] has the most outstanding faculty."
Undeniably, Woody's work
on three huge projects has given
him an edge over other nominees for national recognition. In
April IW9, along with one other
SMAD class. Woody created the
nationally recognized video
"One Day, One University,"
which captured a day in the life
of JMU, according to Woody. He
says that the pn>ject "was the
>;rr,itcst experience for me as a
teacher because of complexity
of the production
"We raised over $15,000 on
Ihi- sale of the tapes, and used it
to launch the School of Media
Arts and Design Scholarship
Fund," he said.
Since "One Day," Woody has
furthered that scholarship fund
with two other projects. Last
spring, using over 14 cameras
and 64 audio-recorded tracks,
Woody and his students created
an 18-minute documentary on a
live Pat McGce Band concert at
Wilson Hall. That documentary
was first released to the public
on Woody's most recent project.
"Beyond JMU: The DVD." It
was released Friday
"It's the first DVDon campus
produced by students." Woody
said. With a $500 grant from
Apple, and other financial help
from Henninger and Technicolor,
the DVD required very little
expenses to make. Woody said.
According to the packaging, "the
DVD includes 12 video packages
highlighting what JMU students
can do 'beyond JMU' such as
skydiving, snowboarding, taking
Cart in an alternative spring
teak and dining."
Woody said, "All funds |from
sales of the DVDJ go to the
SMAD Scholarship fund."So far,
the fund has $20,000 and needs
another 15,000 to get official
endowment, he said. "It's been
the longest three years of getting

this scholarship funded. The
gRaktt joy that I have is that
we've been able to raise $20,000
for our scholarship fund.
In addition to being sold in
the campus bookstore and at
Icoal Crutchfield stores, the Pat
McGec Rind is selling the DVDs
at concerts and on their Web
Mai Woody said he predicts
th.it "Beyond JMU: the DVD'
will be a national award winner
and estimates that it has already
sold several hundred copies.
Woody bragged about the
technological advancement
his students and department
have in the media arts field.
"We've got such a jump," he
said. "We've always been a
little bit ahead."
Garber said, "Al a time
where he could simply step
back and teach what he already
knows. Professor Woody shows
his true character by staying at
the forefront of his craft."
Woody graduated from JMU
in 1977 with a BS in
Communication Arts. He then
taught here from 1977 to 1979.
After receiving a Masters
Degree
from
Syracuse
University and being one of the
first people hired to work for
The I .earning Channel, where
he worked as the manager of
program development and a
pnxliicer. Woody returned to
JMU in 1985 and has been teaching here ever since.
The challenge of the changing technology field drives
Woody to push the envelope
with his projects and studies.
"I've gotta have a challenge to
work on," Woody said. But
Woody denied having any specific projects in the works currently "I don't have a major project set up for more students for
next spring," Woody said. "I've
already got some ideas. I really
am trying to take a break."
But whether or not Woody
takes a break from creating
another impressive project and
spends more time catching trout
in Chincoteague, he has his priorities straight, with teaching
bans Ins primary pleasure.
"I'm always approachable,"
Woody said. "If someone needs
help, I have a hard time saying
'No.' I do not like to see students
not succeed," Woody said. I've
never had a problem with students wanting to succeed."
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New residence hall Triple rooms force
not quite the norm freshmen to bunk
NEW, from page 1
senior Paul Kamberis said. "And
you can't beat the space. The
parking lot is right outside the
door. It was definitely worth the
•■xtr.i money."
Sophomore Lindy Zaicko said,
"We opted to share a room so th.it
we didn't have to pay the extra
$400 a semester This way we're
just being charged regular room
and board "
Zaicko's roommate, sophomore Lindsey Buck, said, "It's very
spacious here. The room is a lot
bigger than most on campus.
"The only big drawback is
Transportation. I would suggest
that if someone lives here they
should have a car because the
bus system doesn't work for us,"
she said.
"It's kind of isolated out here,"
Buck said. "People don't really talk
to each other like they would in
the regular dorms or in an apartment complex.
"Living here is also kind of like
living in the ISAT dorms —you're
•away from everything," she said.
Junior Tianna Love had opposite reactions. "I don't really feel
isolated here at all," she said. "A
lot of my friends are here, and it's
nice to still have a single, spacious room because 1 can concentrate better

"The only complaint that I have
is the bus schedule. It only comes
around here at three minutes after
every hour," Love said. "I have an
eight o'clock class, so I would
never make it on time."
Other residents had stronger
opinions about their residence
hall choice. "This place is hell,"
senior Tamika Nottingham said.
"I don't understand what we
get for $400 more a semester. I
mean, it's good to be by yourself, but it's better to take the
risk and try to get a single room
on campus. We don't even have
a regular RA (resident advisor).
He's a facilities manager, and all
he does is take work orders.
"There are no vacuum cleaners or other supplies for residents to use like the regular
dorms," Nottingham
said.
"They didn't prepare us for the
things we had to bring. Also,
there are only three washers and
dryers for the people out here
and lots of maintenance issues
within the rooms.
"\ don't really feel safe living
out here," Nottingham said. -The
back doors are pretty secure, but
the front locks are just chains and a
push-in lock."
Representatives from ORl.
were unavailable for comment.

TRIPIJi. from page t
two bunked beds and a loft.
The room also includes
three dressers and two closets.
"It gets cramped, but it's
not too bad. The most that
they (ORL) said we would
have a triple would be like
two months," said freshman Ben Ellis, one of
Reichbaum's roommates.
McConnel said ORL's
goal is to move out all of the
triples by the midterm.
In order to do so, OK I is
calling the students who did
not show up for check in to
confirm whether or not
they are coming. Once confirmed, arrangements can
be made to move a student
out of the triple, according
to McConnel
ORL plans to move students out of triples evenly
from one dorm to the next
so that one dorm does not
have a disproportionate
number
of
triples,
McConnel said.
He said freshmen may
stay in the triple if they wish.
"People are choosier
after they have moved in
and a lot will turn down the

offer
to
move
out,"
McConnel said
If students choose not to
move at the time, they are
placed back on the list md
asked again when another
vacancy opens up.
After the second VBCttl
cy is turned down, it is up
to the students to COntod
ORL and let them know
when they are ready to
move out.
Students can stay in the
triple for as long as they
want,
according
to
McConnel.
The large number of
returning upperclassmen
living on campus added to
the dorms' overcrowding,
McConnel said
Not all triples are temporary. In Way land and
Gifford, there are rooms that
were made to accommodate
three people. In these halls,
upperclassmen
can
choose to live with three
people.
"The only problem is
that the rooms are a little
crowed, the bathrooms md
suites aren't so crowded.
It's not that big of a deal,"
Pope said.

Community, JMU efforts in action
COMMUNITY, from page 1
our main efforts are on the
weekends," Shifflert said.
'This is the third or fourth
year that HPD has evoked
mutual aid," Wilfong said.
"It used to be just during
Homecoming and Parents'
Weekend, but for the last few
years we've evoked it when
the students have returned
as well."
Wilfong
said,
"We've
found that after four to five
weeks, everyone's a little
more adjusted and we plan
for a heavier presence to have
more voluntary compliance
with the laws."
Many other large schools in

the state have also forged
mutual aid agreements with
their hometown
police departments.
"ODU
(Old Dominion
University),
VCU (Virginia
Commonwealth
University) and
UVa. (University
of Virginia) all
have mutual aid
agreement compacts with the
police in their
hometowns,"
Shifflett Mid
Shitllert said the police hope
that working together will

-66

"open the lines of communication from the students to the
police."
Some JMU
students
said
they
didn't like
the idea of
|MU Police
patrolling
off campus.
"I think
that
JMU
sophomore Police
should stick
to
JMU
g r u n d s,"
junior Billy
Bogard said. "I think with all
the problems JMU Police get

... police presence
makes students more
affable to react to
police negatively.
— Brian McGintj

99

Chinese Restaurant
Qiee Jbeliovuf,

$10.00 Afmumtm - limited Anea

Mori.- Thurs. 11 am -10 pm
Fri.- Sun. till 11 pm
Store Hours May Vary
No MSG Upon Request
No Checks Accepted

are more trivial than those of
the HPD and then? is different
training
involved
[for
Harrisonburg Police] that JMU
Police might not be able to handle off campus."
Sophomore
Brian
McGinty said, "1 think, by
the JMU Police and HPD
working together, it will
only further increase tension between police and
students because I believe
the police presence makes
students more (likely] to
react to the police negatively. This is a college town
and it just needs to be treated as such. This is not the
inner-city."
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and charged with underage possession ot alcohol in Wilson Hall Aug.
26 at 12:30 a.m.
• Adam C. Bryant, 19,
of Winsor and Jeffrey T.
Scott, 19, of Rescue,
were arrested and
charged with underage
possession of alcohol at
the intersection of Port
Republic Road and
Devon Lane Aug. 26 at
11:30 p.m.
• Gregory L. Landrum,
18, of Alexandria, was
arrested and charged
with underage possession of alcohol in P-lot
Aug. 26 at 3:03 a.m.
• Mathew A. Ramsey,
18, of Amherst. was
arrested and charged
with underage possession of alcohol at Keezel
Hall Aug. 26 at 3:22 a.m.

Underage
Consumption of
Alcohol
• Two JMU students
were judicially charged
for underage consumption of alcohol Aug. 24 at
9:52 p.m. During the
incident the subjects
were reportedly uncooperative with hall staff and
reportedly made threats.
Judicial charges of violence to persons and
failure to control guests
were also issued during
the incident.
• A JMU student was
Judicially referred for
underage consumption
of alcohol in Wilson Hall
Aug. 26 at 12:30 a.m.
• A JMU student was
judicially referred for
underage possession of
alcohol in Huffman Hall
Aug. 26 at 1:58 a.m.
• A JMU student was
judicially referred for
underage consumption
of alcohol in Potomac
Hall Aug. 26 at 2.07 a.m.
• A JMU student was
judicially referred for
underage consumption
of alcohol at Keezel Hall
Aug. 26 at 3:22 a.m.

Dangerous Practice*
• A JMU student was
judicially referred for
dangerous practices for
reportedly throwing a
beer can at a subject
while traveling in a
vehicle. The .vehicle
was stopped at the
parking
deck
and
charo.es were made
Aug. 26 at 8:30 p.m.
Fire
• A fire was reported in
a trash dumpster near
Rockingham Hall. The
Harrisonburg
Fire
Department reportedly
responded and extinguished the fire. The
report was filed Aug. 26
at 11:38.
Property Damage
• A JMU employee
reported the hasp and
lock of a RooMhgham
Hall office door had been
broken. The incident
occurred
sometime
between' Aug. 20 at 5
p.m. and Aug. 23 at 3:30
p.m. There were reportedly no items missing
from the room.
• A JMU employee
reported a 2-fool-long
scratch on the driverside door of a vehicle.
The incident occurred
sometime Aug.
24
between 10 a.m. and 5
p.m. while the vehicle
was parked in E-lot.
• A Telecom box in
Anthony-Seeger Hall
was spray painted with
bright red graffiti. The
Incident occurred on
Aug. 27.
Found Property
• A JMU employee
turned In a found check
in the Convocation
Center Aug. 27 at 1221
a.m. The incident is
under investigation.
Number of tickets issued
between Aug. 22 and
Aug.27: 252
Number of drunk in public charges since Ai•
25:4
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» Facials
• Aroma Therapy Treatment
•Full Body Massage
• Manicures & Pedicures
•Silk NaHs
•Facial & Body Waxing
•Spa Glows & Sea Algae Wraps
• Make Up
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Specializing
in flat-tops,
high & tights,
and all your
styling needs.
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Hair Cuts
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7 Barbers
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Walk-Ins
Walking Distance
from JMU
and near
Transit Bus Stop

635 W Market St
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Rockingham New Holland
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Sharon, Debbie, Danny, Crystal, Wende, Marcie,
Brenda, and Nicole formerly of the Hair Corral
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Student takes University of Washington to court
BY RAY RIVERA

Knight-Ridder Newspapers
A University of Washington
student is suing to stop the university from passing its power
bills on to students.
The lawsuit and a request for
a preliminary injunction were
filed in King County Superior
Court just hours after the UW's
Board of Regents approved a $3per-credit emergency energy
surcharge — a fee some students
say amounts to a second round
of tuition increases. Superior
Court Judge Carlos Velategui
granted a temporary restraining
order to stop the university from
taking further action.
The fee comes to about $135
a year for average full-time students, more than half the 6.7
percent
tuition
increase
approved by the regents last
month. UW-Tacoma and UWBothell students will pay a $1per-credit surcharge.
Jasmin Weaver, a senior philosophy major and former stu-

dent-body president, filed the
legal actions, saying utility bills
are part of tuition.
"We think the university is
doing something clearly illegal,
and we've tried to talk to them
in meetings, and it's been no
use," Weaver said. "This is a last
resort for the students."
Weaver added that the students are wary of the surcharge becoming a precedent
for other fees.
UW officials say the lawsuit
was no surprise.
"It's not unexpected that
someone would try to do that,"
said Harlan Patterson, UW vice
provost of budget and planning.
"We're confident we can
respond to it."
Under Washington law, the
legislature has tuition and feesetting authority, placing a cap
on the amount of tuition institu
toons can charge. The law, however, gives university governing
boards the power to impose special fees, such as chemistry larxv

-- MloflgM the fees are
not applied to all students.
The energy fee would apply
only to students whose coursework calls for a classroom or a
lab — about 85 percent of the
uni\ crsitv's 35,000 students.

Hut the lawsuit contends
the

/ s

surcharge

"We're quite comfortable
that we do have the authority,"
he said.
Student leaders were clearly
opposed to the fee but until the
lawsuit had put up little resistance. That's because the vote
took place in
the middle of
summer when

- applying to We think the university «* student.

such a broad
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swath of stuis doing something Mid.
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The UW believes it's on solid Graduate and Professional
legal ground, though it has not Student Senate.
received an opinion — neither
Norm Ark.ins associate vice
formal nor informal — from the president of university relastate Attorney General's Office.
tions, said the timing was unforI'.itU'rson said the adminis- tunate but unavoidable. The
tration didn't feel it was neces- university had a small window
sary to obtain an opinion.
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energy costs have begun to sub
rid* the UW is facing a $20 mil
lion bill in 2002. up from $V
million in fiscal 2001, whicl
ended in July. The costs ar
largely responsible for the UW'
$13.6 million budget deficit fo
2002. The energy fee is expectet
to cut the deficit by $4.5 millior
The energy crunch has hit al
of the state's public colleges am
universities, but so far, no other
are considering passing thi
costs on to their students.
"We're all getting hit th<
same way," said Karen Morse
president
of
Westen
Washington University. "Energy
costs are taking dollars awa;
from other programs, but at thi:
point we're going to have h
absorb those costs. We just aren'
going to put that onus on ou
students."
Energy costs are expected t(
increase $4 million to $5 millioi
systemwide, he said, but so far
the colleges are cutting cost
elsewhere.
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the l-egislature finalized its
operating budget in lute June
and the time fall tuition bills go
out in October.
"Ideally we wouldn't be
doing it in the summer, but the
circumstances were such that
we had no choice," Arkans said
Regent William M. Gates
confirmed that the regents had
discussed the legal risks of the
Ire during .) closed session yes
terday Alter the private session,
the regents reopened the special
public meeting and approved
the measure with little debate
The regents' main concerns
were ensuring that the fee be
temporary The regents will rv
examine the fee in February.
"Nothing is without risk,"
Gates said. "We know that its
very difficult to be flat-out
definitive about thr meaning of
a statute."
The fees were spurred by
MXrinfl energy costs in the past
VOU that were left unaccounted
for by the legislature Even as
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slmpsodsCJmu.edu or check out www.Jmu.edu/ucenter/sos
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CHALLENGE REMINDER

Topic of the week:
parking and driving
conditions on campus
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"... it wasn't the Farcsl
Hills I remembered two
years ago."
JEFF CRETZ

junior
see story below

JEFF CRETZ
LAND OF THE JUNGLE

Forest Hills
heritage lost

HOUSE

EDITORIAL

All sides see first weekend as success
Like sheep in a field,
people will follow the
flock. Whether it he
over the river and through
the woods to off-campui
Eii r tics
or
to
the
onvoration Center carnival, everyone la simply
looking for fun the first
weekend before the ruth ol
classes starts When no one
knows where to go or what
to do to find that g»xxt time,
environment is everything.
last year's rioutous
beginnings came as a
direct result of our wandering nature each first
weekend back to school
and our predictable nature
as followers tarnishing
JMU's efforts at improved
community relations and
pegging students as "bad
apples," the Forest Hills
riot proved that when put
in the necessary conditions, apples -- good or
bad — will brown. When
faced with tamer bike cops
Instead ol hostile forces

out in riot gear, the environment this year was
friendlier on all sides.
Deterred by increased
police presence last
weekend and possibly disappointment over
the quieter party scene this
year, many opted for an
alternative environment,
lured by free games, food,
prizes and a concert featuring the popular Pat McGee
Band, the Community
Coalition's "New Year
Event" turned out to be
just what many were seeking — a good time.
Likely an expensive
venture, the JMU-sponsored carnival and concert seemed well worth
the cost. Attracting somewhere around 2,000 students, the previously criticized and speculated
about event actually
worked. Some students
followed right along and
stayed
on
campus.
Combine this success
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with
the
somewhat
calmer party scene and
the administration plus
Student
Government
Association plus police
equation
equals
an
improved community
image of our students and
far less media coverage to
soil the ever-precious
JMU image.
The conclusion here is
split though. On one
hand, these successfully combined efforts
lead us to applaud those
who have brainstormed
and bettered a bad situation. On the other, it is a
sad state of affairs when it
takes school-sponsored
activities, much like
school dances of our former high school lives, to
keep us out of trouble.
Ana while we all love free
stuff, this 'free' event had
to be funded locally.
We, with our "bad
apples" spawn reasons for
the university to try and

keep us on campus instead
of terrorizing the community as many would claim.
But is that really it? The
true verdict of who is at
fault for last year's incidents will never be
reached. The administration and community will
blame the students, the
students will blame the
police and JMU will apologize and increase it's
babysitting tendencies.
All in all, most
seemed satisfied
with the weekend's
results and had a good
time. The organizations
involved succeeded and
Harrisonbure and JMU
police teamed up to prevent any forseen trouble at
Forest Hills and elsewhere
Bottom line, they create
the environment, students
play along, everything is
fine.
Why didn't we think of
this sooner?

From what I am told. JMU is
not what one would call a
school of traditions. I guess
it tikes longer than 93 years to
begin setting time-withstanding
rituals. But one of JMU's now
nationally known traditions is
the I orest I fills block party that
■lttr.icts thousands the Friday
before classes begin for the fall
term.
After last year's debacle in
which
inexperienced
Harrisonburg
riot
police
showed up and turned a peaceful gathering of friendly studentl into an all-out war that
included burning trash dumpsters. multiple arrests and tear
gas, many students regarded
this year's Forest Hills party as
an event to be looked upon with
some skepticism. Many, especially those who tin? under 21,
tried to avoid Forest Hills altog.tluT, but many found that
hard to do as there is a certain
feeling of togetherness between
those who do show up at Forest
Hills. If there is one night of the
year where c-veryhtKi\ is V\VT\
body else's friend, it is certainly
the night of the Int. st Hills
block party.
Our school brass tned to set
up events to keep freshmen
from finding their way across
the Port Republic bridge to the
I lills They tried to derail one of
our most important traditions.
Without freshmen. Forest I lills
loses it's ambiance. Freshmen
are the very key to a successful
Forest Hills, year after year.
Before heading out to POKtl
I lills this year, I tried to promise
myself that if cops were in sight,
as a minor, I would not consume
alcohol outside unless on a balcony in the back of one of the
townhouses. But those who
have been to Forest Hills know
that you go inside for beer .nul
beer pong, and that is basically
it Everything else occurs on the
sidewalk in the front.
I had heard all week that the
cops had been training for this
for a few days and that then*
were going to be so main (1IN
that if a minor was seen with
alcohol, he would be arrested on
site and thrown in the drunk
tank I had heard that cops
wouldn't be there at all. I had

heard that I.inwood Rose would
make an apPWftOB I dfldded
that I had to go ,nnl w IIMM the
festn ihi-s tirst hand.
I arrived at about 10 p.m.. and
there wen* people, but it U.MI'I
the Forest Hills I remembered
two years ago ll.i.i the adminis
Ir.ition kept the tn-shmen too
busy to show? Were loo many
upperclassmen that wen' not yet
21 too scan\I to show ? ( H was it
just too early? I hoped it was the
Litter.
The bald
il houses
were full Cops wen' on hikes,
cops wen' on toot, .ops wi re in
cars and the dogs were sniffing
for drugs. They were pRDMH
for whatever was going to happen
Many students wen?
involved in cordial conversations
with the police Some students
even offered the officers drinks
I guess ,itier last vcar's mayhem, students and members of
the
Harrisonburrg
Police
Department wanted to tost, i ,t
sort o| elevated respect for e,n h
other. The cops were hoping
that students didwoui.l not
give them a reason to UTMl
them, and the students hoped
that the police did not use their
presence to Kara students from
having a good time
One of my buddies and I
were stopped by a police officer. He ■pproacmd us, all we
had in our hands were lit
cigars. The officer asked, "Are
you gentlemen 21?"
*
My
friend
responded,
"We're just smoking cigars "
1 feasted MBu\ Are you21?
I saw you drop your beers."
1 responded. "Sir, we are |iM
out here having a good time
smoking our cigars
He said again, "I saw you
two with beers Irving to hide
them from me I don't want any

trouble. I'm going to Mk you one
more time, aie you 21?"
We finally raid, No."
We were afraid the cuffs were
aiming out, but the policeman
just said, "Gentlemen, I don't
want to see you drinking any
more beer tonight I want you to
have a good time " I le shook
our hands, and our respect for
the IIPP increased a notch.
•flf PARTY, ;wyi* 8

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
SGA president
addresses university
To administration, faculty,
and fellow students:
On behalf of the fames
Madison University Student
Government Association, it is
my privilege to welcome all
of you back tor the 2001 2002
school year.
The SGA is already hard at
work on many of the issues
we feel will better the lives of
students and our JMU community as a whole. In my
June report to the Board of
Visitors, I outlined some of
those issues and goals. They
include campus safety, sexual
assault
prevention
and
awareness, community relations, better student services,
a better and more consistent
relationship with every club
and organization on campus,
and improving the internal
workings of student government so as to better address
the needs of students. There
is much to do, but I am optimistic about our progress
thus far.
The most important thing
to me, as your president, is
Ereserving the promise of
;ing "All Together One," the
resounding anthem of our
university. The promise of
"All Together One" is that
every single student voice, no

matter how obscure, will be
heard in due course and considered
valuable.
"All
Together One" also speaks to
how this campus should ultimately make you feel — that
you are part of something
larger than yourself, not just a
campus, but a community of
students whose goals and
dreams are all fundamentally
similar to your own. In the
end, there are limits to what
student government can do.
but there is no limit to what
students can do.
Our goals will not be met
by the end of the first semester, or by the end of the year,
or perhaps even by the end of
our careers here at JMU, but
let us begin. In the spirit of
"All Together One," all things
are possible.
Thank you, and have a
wonderful year.
Dave Mills
Student Body President

Professor challenges
students' expectations
To the Editor
This academic year at JMU
marks the 250th Anniversary
of James Madison's birth md
the first fall semester of the
new millenium. Your college

years are probably the most
important years of your life
You will meet many interesting people and make many
good friends. This is a lime to
discover yourself, your world
and the universe vou live in.
When 1 was in college my
dad often said to me, "lite is
good, but it is much better if
you think, accept your challenges and always do your
best." Those words were frue
then, and they are true now.
As students, you should
demand that your professors
make you think, give you
dtalltngM and help you to
become the best you can be.
You should demanil that the
faculty be in charge of the
academics at JMU. I have
never heard former students
say my college years were too
challenging. On the other
h.uui, many former students
say they wish their professors
had challenged them more.
Don't let yourself be one of
the latter students.
Change and diversity arc
the spice of life. Many of the
prejudices that people have
are because they are ignorant
to change and diversity. The
classroom should be a place
to learn about change and
diversity. However, at JMU
there are also lots of opportunities outside he classroom
to team about change and
diversity. Be sure to experi-

ence them.
James Madison believed
that knowledge was .i SOUICS
of freedom lames Madison
believed in tnteflectusj dial'
lenge. He wanted public
tnsotutions where students
would learn and be intellectually challenged. It is important for both faculty and Shidents at JMU to keep James
Madison's dream aHvfl
Being a student at JMU
tuts you in one of Cod'l
eautiful places. While vou
are here, learn to live with the
Shenandoah Valley, not off it.
Help preserve the beauty ol
the valley. Work with the
community to develop alternative wavs,.t transportation
that are not harmful to the
em ironim-nt
As a student you can help
JMU become a mcxfcl univer
sity. Although there are many
l.utors that make a unh ersily
what it is acaden
always the most Important
Work with your (acuity la
help make JMU's academics
tir-i data i me* again, this
requires you to think icccpl
your ihallenges and be the
best you can be. Yon won'l
regret this.
Jim Sochacki
Associate Prolcssur nl
MatlH'in.itiis
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Party gets
new face

OPINION

Darts

PARTY, from page 7
While Forest Hills was not
what it was in wars p.ist, the
tradition
was continued.
Freshmen, at least for the most
part, decided to forgo the concert aimed at deterring them
from showing up to the Hills
They wanted to be a part of a
tradition that many of us previously have been involved in.
Although my "guess-timation" abilities are not too great,
I would say over a thousand
people were at Forest Hills
sometime on Friday.
To my knowledge, nothing
was lit on fire, nothing was
fired out a gun, and no nervedisturbing chemical
was
released into the atmosphere.
So in that respect. Forest Hills
was a success. Yet I think students were too concerned
about where the nearest cop
was to truly enjoy themselves
at the Hills
But at the minimum, I
think that we all have learned
something. Maybe the students of JMU and the HPD
can work and co-exist in an
environment that breeds a
sense of mutual respect. No
one wants another hot. Cops
don't like to write tickets and
throw students in jail.
Students don't like to be
given tickets and thrown in
jail. And in that respect,
something was accomplished.
feffCretz is a junior SMAIi
major who has learned to be a
little more careful the parties
he attends.

Pats

Dans A Pals are submitted anonymously and
printed on a space-available basis. Submissions
are based upon one person's opinion of a given
situation, person or event and do not necessarily
reflect ihr irulh.

E mail Jam and pan to brcc/cdpahoimail.com

Pat...

Dart...

A "you-are-the-nicest-guys-ever"
pat
to
the
Harrisonburg firefighters who helped us to open our front
door when a key broke off in it while they were making
rounds.
Sent in by the Fox Hills girls who are extremely glad you saw
that we needed help and assisted us.

A "who-raised you?" dart lo the creep who punched
my female roommate in the jaw and ran off last Saturday
night.
Srnf in by a furious friend who wishes she knew your name.

Dart...

Pat...

A "PICK-UP-YOUR-TRASH" dart to ALL of the newstudents on campus!
ftum two seniors who don't want to see their beautiful campus turn into your bniroom and shouldn't have to remind you
lltat Mommy and Daday are no longer around.

A "thanks-for-volunteering-your-time-off" pat to my
roommate, a Computing I lelpdesk worker who fixed my
computer on his time off.
from a senior who hopes you ttitbl't iimut sacrificing your
favorite rftmfclmi ■fewjtv In internet access.

Pat...

Dart...

An "l-couldn't-get-along-without-you" pat to my
incredible roommates and the helpful Health Center who
have helped me with my broken wrist. Thanks guys, it
means so much to me.
Sent in by a juuu^ who's learned tliehard way not to MOW
Wfettk out of his weight class.

A "couldn't-you-have-spent-that-money-on-free-phntinginstead-of-new-computers" dart to the ISAT department for being OM of the many computer labs on campus
ili.u now charges per sheet
Sent in by an angry senior who uishes he could print free
papers off the old computer*.

"Dave's Taverna
Express. It's open 'til
time."

^*

"Calhoun's. Sweet
potato fries and
Tuesday night jazz."

"Spanky's.
Fun
dfinks, great wails,
and I am all about
tlieDr. Watson."

\SPOTLIGHT J

*I.JAM

GVM/Siajf Photographer

Josh Burton

Brittany Price

Bethany Gillan

junior, geology

senior, health science

senior, music industry

"tiHfc Grill, 'cause
people are super nice
and the Greek Alyce
rocks my world."

TbpiC: What is the best
Harrisonburg eatery
and why?

"Smokin'
Pig.
Country-fried steak
should he president."

"Bar-B-Q Ranch.
The atmosphere. It's
all atmtrspliere."

Antigone Ambrose

John Cheski

Tom Naughton

senior, anthropology, political science

senior, art

senior, marketing
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One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE
Freefall almost a minute
from 2 1/2 miles high
from our 22 Jumper
aircraft on your first skydive

(540) 943-6587

•^5** VA .

fcS

PA RENTALS

JMU discounts

1 (877) DIVE SKY

HEW STUFF:

Stan Hwn:

10*
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MM,

I«, Tk.r, Fri.

10 5 Sat

complete m.ormafon is on www.skydiveorange.com

GUITARS PRUMS
PAGEARAHO
ACCESSORIES
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In the AM Music building
434 4159 • 2990 S Main Street

PRESENTS

SABIAN CYMBALS
STAGE LIGHTS
MACKIE

* * *

&*&&*&.
Jtx)u It dJOUtlC|U<

featuring

• ±
Alternative clothing, lingerie, accessories,
videos, DVD's, adult novelties
(Buy 2 videos and get I FREE)
3051 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

432-6403
Mon-Sat \0am-9pm

Tonight]
Thursday, August 30, 2001
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7:00pm
Sponsored by the Center for Multicultural/'International Stuaent Services
For more information, please call (Miss at X86636
Admission is FREE'.
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LIFESTYLES
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ASK OCL
Dear OCL, I've moved off campus and my roommates and I heard we
have lo register our local address with JMU. We are too busy for all this.
Why do we have to? -E.T.2003
Dear E.T. You and your roommates heard correctly. JMU asks that all offcampus students register their local address. This contact information is
needed for university mailing (bills, grades, notices), emergency contacts
and to get in the JMU phonebook. You probably received an e-mail with
the subject: "Your Emergency Contact Info Needed." Simply open that
and follow the simple instructions. It should take you two minutes, and
then you can resume your busy schedule. If you did not receive this email you can access the site at hllps://securewrb.jmu.edu/ecampuslesl/index.html. This simple process is in place of the "Blue
Cards" that were traditionally used for this purpose. If you
choose to not join the technology age then you can fill out a
Blue Card at the Registrar on the 3rd floor of Warren. P.S. In
the time it took you to e-mail us you could have registered
your entire household.

Hey! We just moved in to a place off campus. We keep hearing horror
stories about not getting security deposits back when we move out.
What can we do to not get ripped off when we leave? P.S. Our Moms
told us to write. - J.W. & T.K. 2002
Yeah for Mom! You do need to think about this now. Right now, today,
you need to make sure to complete a very thorough walk-through. Your
landlord probably supplied you with a damage check sheet to mark down
anything that is wrong. If you don't have one, our office has copies. Use
this sheet to inspect your apartment from top to bottom. Write down Ml)
thing that can be perceived as damaged, even tiny scuff marks, dirt Mid
thumbtack holes (count them). Remember, if it is not on your list you will
be charged for it when you leave. Turn this in to your landlord, but
keep a copy. You'll need it when you walk through with your landlord when you move out.

Submit \

112, Mall: MSC 3S11 — aBh-ocH9imu.edu

INTERNET
FASTER
CONNECTION?
FOR A

HOPING

• $14.95/mo Unlimited Dial-Up* with free e-mail and webspace
• Free Technical Support available 24/7

• Local access numbers
• ISDN service available
• Domain Hosting available
•Shell Accounts available

442-6677

www.planetcomm.net

'One time, $10 non refundable setup tee

PLANET COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK

265 East Market Street, Harrisonburg

Your First Tanning Session is

Wayside Tanning Company
$ foay Spa

Free!

-All sunbeds have am/fm stereo and
cd players
-Clean, friendly and new

Month Unlimited Only $30
Hurry in Today!

Valley Center-243 Neff Avenue-Behind the Valley Mall

One free session per person Not valid with any other offers.

435-TANS(S267)

Offer expires 10/15/2001. Must present coupon for free session and special pricing.

after this, the corporate ladder

will be a piece of

[cake].
In Army ROTC, you'll get to do stuff that'll challenge you, both physically and mentally. In the
process, you'll develop skills you can use in your career, like thinking on your feet, making smart
decisions, taking charge. Talk to your Army ROTC representative. You'll find there's nothing like

f

II ■

a little climbing to help prepare you for getting to the top.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.
i >

s

for classes now! Contact
Major Love at 568-3633
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HOROSCOPES

ACROSS
1 Elegantly stylish
5 God ot Islam
10 Rug type
14 Man of courage
15 Finnish bath
16 Soft-drink flavor
17 Caspian feeder
18 Chinese
appetizer
20 Ethnic slaughter
22 Surpass
23 Inoperative, to
NASA
24 Refrain from
26 College in Sioux
City
30 Anil or woad
31 Ferry of Roxy
Music
32 Upright
34 Not up yet
35 Writer Terkel
37 Clarinet's cousin
41 Astronomer
Hubble
43 Sugary
44 Racetrack stop
47 Rung weapon
50 Sea polyp
52 Called up
53 Drawn lot
54 Source of Astor's
fortune
58 Deflects
61 Taj Mahal site
62 Pretty soon
63 Yeams (for)
64 Sandra and Ruby
65 Evening in
Bologna
66 Winter
precipitation
67 Mary Baker or
Nelson

Today's Birthday — A conflict involving money can be resolved this year to everyone s
satisfaction. That seems impossible at first, but you're creative, and so are the other
people involved. A partner who's sometimes a bit unrealistic will be a big help. He or
she can provide the inspiration, you provide the reality checks, and you both will
prosper.
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
4K~ Today is an 8 — You've thought
nj^w* about it long enough. It * final I)
^*W time to act. Not impetuously, as
you may have done in the past.
Carefully calculated and well-rehearsed
— that's how you'll proceed. Go!
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^pki Today is a 5 — You plan ahead
^Bttairefully s> th.it you're always
6-W prepared. Too bad everybody else
doesn't. The good news is, you're
needed. The bad news is, you may have
10 put out a brush fire you didn't start.

Libra (Sept 23-Oct. 23)
T
Today is a 7 — You do well in a
Tership with a strong, deci/fT> partner-!
^^M* sive per*
L'rson. You're good at presenting options, and you like the
other person to make the decision. There
is one option you slightly favor, however.
Scorpio (OcL 24-Nov. 21)
^ A Today is a 5 — Your friends will
• be glad to help if you get overloaded. Don't hesitate to ask. You
can make sure everything gets
done on time and under budget. Do that,
but not alone.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec21)
_ . Today is a 7 — Don't hold a
j^jk K^^Se Forgive, forget and move
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
^^> on. You don't have time for minor
Today is a 7 — Don't push too
irritations, or even major ones.
■ hard too soon. You're more likely You're a lover, not a fighter. This will be a
to get past the resistance if you
good night to demonstrate that.
simply wait a while. Your opinion is gaining popularity. Be cool.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 6 — You may be feeling kind
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
_
of slow, but that shouldn't be a
Today is a 5 — Alter an initial
fl&
problem. A project you start now
\ snag, things should go according
MK should work out fine, after a few
' to routine. If you do the job.
last-minute details have been
you'll get the money. Meanwhile, handled Don't rush things.
if you're doing what you always do,
you'll be invisible. You'll en|oy that.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-1 >b. 18)
i^m Today is an 8 — You're cruising
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
^f along, then ... whap! Your atten.. Today is a 7 — Although you
§^\ tion is snagged by a new idea.
^k_) can't afford everything you want.
Love? Adventure? A new red
^^VJ that doesn t slow you down for
sofa for the living room? Allow yourself
long. Get serious about plans to
to be yanked out of your rut.
do something you've never done before
— preferably something in a foreign language
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
j£^l Today is a 5 — There's more
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
^jy money to be made, and there
t Today is a 5 — A controversial
may not be much more work
domestic situation can be
involved. Or, the work could be fun.
resolved. Maybe not today, but
Don't take a past rejection as an answer.
what would life be like without
these little differences of opinion?
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUE'S PUZZLE:

9 Solo of "Star
Wars''
10 Use elbow
grease
11 Uttered a raucous
cry
12 Dawn-til-dusk
13 Aplenty
19 Bridge expert
Charles
21 To _ a phrase
24 Discover
25 Keats poems
26 CEO's degree
27 Poetic globe
28 Bread for a
DOWN
Reuben
1 Steam engine's
29 Noise
noise
33 Demote
2 Roll-call response 35 Cob or pen
3 Khomeini's
36 Fork part
country
38 Actress Arthur
4 Portico
39 Massive ret. work
5 Select for duty
40 Nice summer?
6 Toady
42 Lateen-rigged
7 Angler's decoy
ships
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A Glimpse Into the Irish Film Community:

Courtesy o( ALAN NECKOWnZ
Student* and (,'culty from the School ot Media Arts and Design In Ireland program gather outside the Town Hall Theatre In Galway. Ireland lor the opening of the Galway Film Fleadh.

The 13th Annual
ZB TOWN HALL THEATRF
■f Utt reotfOanl lj , «,„
_
•>™»r l»>» J„I» ,oo. ., IO.JO^

——

1

STORY BY SENIOR WRITER CARRIE DODSON
At tht nln begins to hi
Ouhkh, .1 tew hundred
peopleciowd into.i
small looby, eagerly awaiting
the upcoming-how there are
all types ot people in this room,
some ire dieand i seuaUy, othen an wearing |M ken and Bee
Reg.irdk-ss ol Iheir outward dif

feKnoa ihej .in-.ill hi
tin-

SMIM rasjon film
The bell -.uiiul-.iihl j I ( li
scurry into the auditorium to
i.ik, then inilmurl seat* Hie
small theater (ill- quk k.\ and
people begin to line th. h I

walk [Tteychetexdtedl) and
speculate about tin- v.ir'- tilmand exchai MI -I. irk ■ .iboul
\< it- past
The lights dim, and a
woman takes her place at the
podium oratan to Announce
the opening ol the 13th annual
. film Fleadh The
Fleadh. or ii--m.il. i- ,i r.ipidly
growing event that lake- phi •
in the cultural center of W
Iwltd, Galway.
Il»- Headh u-.i week-long festival In using MI. etu but not solely, on Irish films This ve.ir the
fleadh Wat held m»n July 10 to IS.
Sally Ann O'Reillv, program
director ol tin- testival,
announces the lilm fleadh officially underway She then bltroduces John Camev, director of
this year's opening film, "On
thfEdgi '.ihl.uk vomedy
about twenty-somethings in an
Insll mental institution
The festivals began in 1989
when Miriam Allen and
Leila Doolan started out
with a budget of what Allen
desenbes as "bubble gum and
spit" Gradually, the festival
gained popularity and size.
Now the films draw crowds
from all over the world to the
small town for a week that
highlights new and experimental Irish Mini making.

For the first seven year- . -t
the festival, the films were
shown .it the C l.i.tdagh Palace
Cinema, which later closed end
gave way to larger and more
modem theater- l Ihra are now
shown at two main venues: the
■ophieticeted [own Hall
Hit .lire end the mom mundane
Omniphx c inesnaj
The change in \ enue provided technically advanced theaters, which allowed for further
development of the fleadh and

Ba^2F*ffittfil4&

catered to Ine growing mtereel
in in!', him making
The founding team handed
it re-ponsibiiituMothc new program dim
t. ,r. i VKeiHv, whOCeUi her position, "a difficult and sometimes
lllllH— |nh. like any other, but
.liter lhclesliv.il i-ovci. I realize
why I keep orjoiing beM k '
The fleadh is anon -protit
i/.ition that lunchons with the help oi
nianv volunteers, interns and
student-. M well ..-a small
number of paid employees.
Aside from bringing together all types of people behind the
scenes to help the fleadh run
smoothly, the festival serves as a
meeting pLice for new actors,
producers and directors who
may not have access to one
another in a different situation
Roger Barton Smith. .1 itr-l
time producer frequenting the
fleadh. came specifically to
CM liange cards with Irish actor
Colm Meaney's (best known in
America as Chief Miles O'Brien
on "Star Trek: The Next
t .eiicr.ition "| agent. "We're
making a documentary on
environmental business and
there is an opening for a
celebrity cameo ... SO I found
mysell here, trying to pass
along my card to Meaney's
agent," Smith said.
In addition to the informal

Courtesy otAIAN NKCKOWITZ
The annual flhn fleadh takes place In Galway. the cultural center ot western
Ireland.

An actor from the film "H3"
discusses the film after the
premiere at the Galway film
fleadh.

gatherings in me Town 11.ill
lobby, there are also numerous
organized opportunities for
film professionals to rub shoulders and exchange cards such
as seminars on acting and
directing cocktail parties on the
riverboats that run through the
city's River Corrib, and soirees
at the Galway Rowing Club.
The informal social setting is
one of the most endearing
aspects of the Galway Film
Fleadh Everyone gathers outside the theaters or inside the
lobby, and few people realize if
they are standing next to a
director, producer, screenwriter
or just a curious student.
Ted Sheehy, Irish correspondent for an organization
called Screen International
and mediator for this year's
Colm Meaney interview enjoyed
the casual way in which people
mingle and meet at the fleadh.
"There are practitioners from
every level here from very experienced with the likes of [Irish
film director) Jim Shendan and
Colm Meaney, to those who are
just starting out." Sheehy said.
"The film fleadh is a great working environment for all of us
because access to the important
people isn't limited as it is at
most festivals of this calibre "
The film fleadh is also a
great place for debate and discussion about film, with forums
about issues facing film and television producers and directors. Wandering through the
crowds, it is not unusual to
have a complete stranger ask an
opinion about a film. One of the
hottest topics for debate at this
year's festival has been the current state of Irish film, and
more specifically, is the Irish
film industry still able to produce viable and artistically

sound movies?
srflRMAND.pagrS
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Ireland film festival a success
IREiAND "

Mge 11

Two niklill.' ,ip\l, s-i'hisiK.it
t\J ladies stood outside thdheata
after vitwfna the Mria ,»t new
bU -Jiort films [hey discussed
ihc smounl of axperimentetion
and sdt in.lul)yiui' Ihey feH wai
pn-vnt in the film with kipe,
commenting to each other sboul
ilk- level oi talent .>t upcoming
Irish fifanmikan
On the other h.ind, those
who believe ih.ii Ireland has ■>
dying film industr) thai will
toon baconw non odttenl ihink
the tendency toward setf-indul
genes is .1 grave mistake
One
such critic
l:elim
McDermoU ,1 .MINT tot /'*■ /ns/i
Ttma, criticized modem Irish
filmmakers such .is fohn (Una)
"Trioy start out on their first film
and try It) make a masterpiece/'
McDermott arid
Wh.it thev
don't understand is that they
need to start out by making umi
mercially successful films, establishing then isehesin theuimmunitv.then^n off an make films like
|im Sheridan (My U'ft Ioot' 'In
the Name of the Father').

In Mspubbc interview, t ofan
Meant) touched upon the same
[Mint ' Fn the Irian film Industry to be reoi^ni/ed fan America.
dins t, >r- need t«> make films that
can only be made in Ireland with
Irish actors 'Me.invs.ml "hlms

sh* >w n during the festival as chosen by the attendees
The lights dim again and the
film begins Almost 90 minutes
later, it is , n er and people hunry
out of the auditorium, hoping lo
apeak |o the director and actors
like The Commitments and who have come to promote their
The Snapper'
film. Others scurare ouminenial
£ £
■— ry off to the closh
successful -pi
. .
ing reception at
the
Rowing
Club, possibly a
last attempt to
1
make
contacts
oat your fool In
and deals.
the dOOf with
The
13th
films that show
wnier for the ln\h Times Annual Cat way
that, then you
Pilm Fleadh is
can afford to
over, but people
an?
experiment''
9 9
already planI >nl\ I tew
ning for next
hours alU-i Meane\ s interview,
ve.tr s events. Interspersed with
the festival came to a dose with
dJBCUaslon of "113" are tidbits of
the Irish premiere of Les Blair's
gossip about celebrity guests,
documentary-style film "IB"
possibilities for films and the
aboul the political hunger stnkes
new faces in the fleadh commuof 1081. Once again, O'ReilK took
nity The excitement fills the air
her place at the podium, this tune
as people disperse in the streeis,
alongside |im Sheridan, to distribeagerly anticipating the 14th
ute awards for the best films
Annual Galway Film Fleadh.

b a cam a 1 lw\ start out on their

:z:z:Z fintfilmandtryto

Get credit for working
on The Breeze and
Milestone*

make a masterpiece.
— Felim McDermott

Go to the Modular Building
room 227 on Monday,
August 3 at 4 p.m.

B

"Bic£IG GARAGE
Complete Auto Services
Best Prices

Call 434-2332
Welcome back students and new arrivals

from T.J. and T.J.'s Dermagraphics
[564-1671]
We are still located at the corner of
91 n. main Street and Elizabeth.
30 years of custom tattooing, touch-ups, remouals,
cosmetic work, piercings and even glass etchings.
Discounts and fund raising for your university.
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The greatest risk
s not taking one.

Sign up for CareerConnections.
Dare to discover what you will become.
WHAT is CareerConnections?
The Academic Advising & Career Development office uses CareerConnections to connect students and employers.

HOW do I Sign Up?
In order to register and activate your CareerConnections account, you will need to:
1. Pick up a copy of the Student User Guide for CareerConnections at the Sonner Interview
Center or at the AACD office in Wilson 301. OR you may use the tutorial on our website (available soon! at
www.jmu.edu/careLi)
2. Fill out a copy of the Authorization Statement available at the Sonner Interview Center or in the AACD office in
Wilson 301.
3. Sign the Authorization Statement and bring it to the Interview Center or fax it to us at 568-6993.

HOW can I get more information?
For more information on using CareerConnections and how to participate in the on-campus interviewing program,
attend one of these workshops:
Thurs. Aug. 30, 4-5 p.m. Sonner Hall Reception Hall
Thurs. Sept. 6, 6:30-7:30 p.m. Sonner Hall Reception Hall
Mon. Sept. 10, 3:30-4:30 p.m. ISAT 136
If you have questions, check out the web-site at www.jmu.edu/carecr

HURRY!

The first prc-sclect deadline is September 13!

I
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What's up on the Web
Browse reviews of funny,
entertaining and even informative Web sites.

L
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"The presentation was just
phenomenal."
LORI DALY

junior
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Set dory below

»*<&
compiled from staff reports

The MTfUl dodge?
BRIAN HkWJionlnbulinR phiHi'inipher
Harrlsonburg hot spots from right to left: BW3'(, Calhoun's, Finnigan's
Cove, The Little Grill, Main Street Bar & Grill. Dave's Taverna and the
Artful Dodger. These restaurants and bars provide students with some of
the best local entertainment, food, drink and atmosphere around.

A night on the town
BY MARTIN PETERSON

contributing writer ,
1 BW3's: 438-9790; Open 11
a.m.-l a.m. seven days a week;
Located across from the Quad.
Probably one of the most
popular
night
spots
in
Harrisonburg, Buffalo Wild
Wings Sports Bar, or BW3's for
short, is a convenient place to
convene with friends. Since it is
a sports bar, it has its token big
screen televisions showing current sporting events.
P
Don't think that just because
you're still underage that you
can't go to "B-dubbs" and have
a good time. BW3's has a decent
menu composed
mainly of finger
foods and its signature chicken wings
doused in any of
the eight flavored
sauces you can
choose from. The
prices are fair, so
you won't spend a
lot by grabbing a
bite to eat. If you
are worried about
crowds, the busiest
times are Tuesday,
Thursday, Friday
and
Saturday
evenings.
2 Calhoun's: 4348777; Open 11a.m.1230 p.m. MondaySaturday, 10 a.m.-8
p.m. Sunday; 41A
Court Square.
Cal houn 's

Restaurant & Brewing is a nice
bar with an upbeat, classy
ambiance. If you're tired of
your friends telling you how
they can make good mixed
drinks with the leftover orange
juice and $5 vodka, then head
over to Calhoun's where all the
drinks are made with only the
finest brands of alcohol. Or try
Calhoun's own beer, which
they brew on the premises.
Prices are very competitive
compared to other places in
town, so it's a great place to
enjoy some eclectic American
food and drinks without having to sell back your books
early to afford it. Live entertainment is on hand during the
week ranging from jazz to folk
and blues music.
3 Dave's Taverna: 564-1487;
Open 11 a.m.-ll p.m. MondaySaturday, Closed Sunday; 95
South Main Street.
If you're looking for something different to eat and want
to meet friends and catch up,
Dave's Taverna is the place.
The food is tasty and the prices
are quite frugal. The management and servers are friendly,
and each visit makes you like
it more. The environment is
comfortably devoid of the
crowds that other bars and
restaurants in Harrisonburg
suffer from, so you can sit and
enjoy a meal with a bunch of
friends without the hassles of a
packed house. Prices are just
right and the alcohol is cheap
— the perfect combination for

any college student's budget.
Just an all-around fun place,
the JMU experience is not
complete without a few visits
to Dave's Taverna.
4 Finnigan's Cove: 433-9874;
Open 11 a.m.-2 a.m. seven days
a week; 30 West Water Street.
Let's face it. There really isn't
much of a seafood selection in
Harrisonburg, If you happen to
agree with this problem, then
mosey on down to Finnigan's.
The place offers a safe and
friendly atmosphere for your
drinking and dining, as well as
great service. If you get the
munchies late at night then look
no further because Finnigan's
serves until 1:30 a.m. If you're
pinching your pennies, stroll
over there on Monday or
Thursday night to take advantage of 25-cent wing night. Keep
in mind that no one under 21 is
admitted after 9 p.m.
5 The Little Grill: 434-3594;
Open 7 a.m.-9 p.m. TuesdayThursday, 7 a.m.-lO p.m. FridaySaturday, 9 a.m.-2 p.m. Sunday;
Located
in
downtown
I Lirrisonburg.
lxx>king for a healthy dinner
and great atmosphere? Head
over to The Little Grill, which
offers excellent homemade food
featuring many flavorful vegetarian dishes. It's a great place to
hang with your friends and
throw back a few bottles.
There's live entertainment on
the weekends and no age policy,
so everyone can go and enjoy an
evening out.
6 Main Street Bar & Grill: 5742905; Open 5 p.m.-2 a.m.,
Tuesday-Saturday; Located on
Main Street.
Main Street Bar & Grill is a
cool place to plan a night if live
music is your thing. Featuring
live entertainment on a regular
basis, Main Street offers a decent

Amy Speace £> jakei Thu.
Mario Dee Chappelb Fri.

The Biltmore
DJ Mysom Thu.
Karaoke* Fri.

CALHOUN

' s

Weit Water St.i Thu.
Calhoun's Jazzi Fri.

FINNIGAN'S COVE
John Fritzi Thu.. 10 p.m.
Daily Planet. Fri.. 10 p.m.
Jimmy O' Tues.

The Highlawn Pavilion
Everything. Kii Theory. Paul Bonsierot Mon.
Jerry Wimmen Wed.

Dave's Taverna
Jeremiah Propheti Mon.

MainrtreeT bar < grid
Infectious Organisms. Tues.

The Little Grill
I> ft Ites, NUMB.. DJ Souijahi Sat.. 8i30p.m.

Sling BlftnVi Thu.
RYAN PVDLGSKUsenior urtut

bar, adequate sitting space,
decent food and good beverages. The bar & grill aspect is
probably not the drawing point
for most of its clientele. It is definitely the bands. Mainstreet
offers something for everyone's
musical taste. JMU bands frequently play there. It boasts a
great sound system and a large
floor in front of the stage so bargoers can strut their stuff or bob
their heads. Don't worry if you
are under 21; it's 18 and up with
an I.D., so you can still take part

in the tun with your older
friends. Ticket prices are cheap
and worth every penny.
7 Artful Dodger 432 1179;
Open
8:30 a.m.-12 a.m.
Monday-Thursday, 8:30 a.m.-l
a.m. Friday, 9 a.m.-l a.m.
Saturday,9a.m.-ll p.m. Sunday;
()n 47 West Court Square.
Are you tired of partying
and drinking yet? Probably not,
but for those of you who are, try
taking a trip to the Artful
tU WHEN, pagr 14

Tempting tastes at Tango's
BY JEANINE GAJEWSKI

senior writer
A local restaurant with an
upscale, relaxed atmosphere
serving an elegant selection of
colorful pastas, fresh seafood
and vegetables. There's no such
place in Harrisonburg. you say?
Then you have yet to discover
Tango's, Ha rrisonburg's freshest
taste in Mediterranean cuisine.
Located on West Mosby
Road just off Main Street,
Tango's simple exterior is easy
to miss. The small building,
which once housed Key West
Beach Bar and Grill, recently
acquired a new flavor when
Tango's owner and chef, Jorge
Etchebame, opened his nM.m
rant in late June.
Ftchebarne said his tightknit lamily has been both influential and supportive in culinary endeavors. His brother,
Nester, owns the Woodfired
Oven located on Fast Market
Street in I lamsonburg.
"(>nc of the best things about
working here is the good relationship of the kitchen siafi '
said Megan Seabrook, who has
worked at Tango's since its opening "It's very family-oriented."
The sparsely decorated dining room is adorned with graceful paintings by Etchebame'$
sister and by simple wooden
chairs. But what Tango's lacks in
expensive furnishings it compensates for in the outstanding
quality ol its service and food.
Warm bread brushed with
oil and
sprinkled
with
Parmesan and a salad of fresh
greens and vegetables precedes

all dinner entrees. Tango's also choke hearts and plum toma- farmers ... we offer lots of fresh
vegetables."
offers an array of tempting toes. "The presentation is pheAnd of course, you can't
appetizers, including several nomenal," junior lx>ri Daly said,
font to top off the evening
upon
viewing
her
entree.
seafood options, ranging from
Creamy garlic mashed pota- with one of Tango's unique
$695 for the steamed clams and
muscles to $9.95 for jumbo scal- toes accompany several of desserts, prepared fresh daily
lops or shrimp scampi. The fried Tango's specialty dinners. "[The by the restaurant's pastry chef.
calamari is light and crispy, and garlic mashed potatoes) were In addition to bread pudding
the breaded vegetable medley just
unbelievable,"
Craig and a chocolate cake. Tango's
of mushrooms, zucchini and Omdorff of Harrisonburg said. specialty is chaja, a traditional
eggplant is lightly fried in a fla- Orndorff said that while this Uruguayan dessert. Baked,
meringue surwas his first visit to Tango's, he crumbled
vorful batter.
While the
enjoyed
his rounds fluffy layers of sweet
meal
and Chantilly cream and peachappetizers
impress, the -«
hoped
to soaked cake and is topped
with strawberries and drizentrees, with
return.
The came con zled with raspberry sauce.
their spectac-.
/ come out with
Tango's is open Tuesday
chimichurri is
ular presenconfidence every time I one of the best though Thursday from 11 a.m
tation
and
to
10
p.m., Friday from II a.m.
grilled
filet
unique combring out a plate.
binations are
m i g n o n s to 11 p.m., Saturday from 5 p.m.
11 p.m., Sunday from II a.m.
the highlight
— Suzanna Thomas Harrisonburg to
to 9 p.m., and is closed on
of the menu.
TangoN dimne room and bar manager nas lo ..ffer
The dishes
Served with Mondays. The full bar remains
sides of fried open at least one hour after
are innovacalamari and restaurant closing Tangos also
tive, colorful
»
and attractive
vegetables features.a lunch menu from 11
steamed
to a.m. to 2:30 p.m., which
and
taste
every bit as good as they look.
perfection, the fillet was well- includes pastas, sandwiches
Entrees range from an seasoned and seared with and salads, moderately priced
affordable $8.95 for your choice Tango's own chimichurri sauce from $4.95 to $10.95.
Etchebame has prepared
of pasta and sauce to the more lightly providing the perfect
his recipes in several fourpricey specialty dinners which compliment, all for$18.95
Tango's not only offers a and five-star restaurants
cap off at 124.95. Diners soon
discover the generous portions wide selection of chicken, beef across the country and envi
and
veal, but also provides sions a similar future for
and caliber of the cuisine are
well worth the price
numerous seafood, vegetarian Tango's. He said he wishes to
The chicken and shrimp and vegan choices. Dining build Tango's reputation as a
served over linguine is sauteed room and bar manager, fine restaurant and bar "little
with
sun-dried
tomatoes, Suzanna Thomas added that by little, stick by stick."
Thomas has faith in Tango's
onions, green peppers and an the kitchen will tailor meals to
excellent mix of portahello and guests' requests. "I'm a vege- potential to become one of the
shitake mushrooms for $17.95. tarian, and he (Etchebame) most notable area restaurants.
The tender Mediterranean cooks me some amazing She said, "1 come out with confichicken is sauteed with a color- things," Thomas said. "We get dence every time I bring out a
ful blend of capers, olives, arti- a lot ol our produce from local plate."

K< mi K I NXTRlMtor i>h»icit'<ipher
Above: Tango's, on
West Mosby Road
Just off Main Street,
It the former location of Key West
Beach Bar and Grill.
This restaurant
offers Harrisonburg't
newest taste of
Mediterranean cuisine. Top left: Came
con chimichurri,
grilled filet mlgnon.
served a pleasant
combination of fried
calamari and
steamed vegetables.
Middle: Tango's
offers a wide selection of chicken dishes but has vegetarian and vegan dishes
as well. Bottom:
Tango's specialty
dessert Is chaja, a
traditional
Uruguayan dish. This
meringue includes
layers of cream and
peach soaked cake
topped with fresh
strawberries and
raspberry sauce.
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Bookstore cafe: a novel job

Just mousin' around...

The first of two articles
I don't consider myself a man
of very high aspirations, at Last
not this far in my life
Throughout the months of April
and May, I was bombarded by
talk of summer internships with
law firms, newspaper organizattOM, congressional offices, and
soon enough I was asked the
inevitable question: "So, Zak:
plans for the summer?" And,
shrugging, 1 told them where I
w.mu-d to work, where I had
been applying to for the past few
months in a flurry of frantic,
long-distance calls (many of
them unsuccessful).
Following my answer, I
would get lectures on how it was
important to actually make some
"real money" ova the break It
seemed a lot of my friends and
fellow students couldn't comprehend my lack of desire for a
bloated bank account. I wasn't
trying to support a family, just
myself; all I sought was h.ii'pi

this close I might as well jump at
the chance (ironically, my decision to work in the cafe over the
registers was the result of an
extra 50 cents an hour).
Back home, waiting for the
next day when my career as a
barnsta would begin bright
and early at 8 a.m., T told
myself thai making and serving coffees and pastries could
be iiist as profitable and enjoyable as working among the
towering shelves of books. I
admit, I was disheartened and
wondered once or twice if I
should just call the manager
and tell him that I couldn't
work, that the greedy demon
in the back of my mind, the
one that fed not on flesh but
on mountains of sweaty cash,
decided it would be best for all
involved if I took a job with
another organization. Think of
this
mental
struggle
.is
William ' Peter Blattv's "The

(in MM
senior writer
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The following are some entertaining and occasionally
useful Web sites that you may not have known about before.
These sites might range from wacky and nonsensical to professional and highly useful, but hopefully you'll find them to
be at the very least an entertaining diversion. Feel free to submit your favorite sites (please no personal sites just yet) for
possible inclusion by emailing grained. Well, on to the links!

http://ivurw.smalltime.com/dictator.html
If you're looking for an interesting diversion and think you
know your television sitcom characters or dictators, then
• check out the "Guess the Dictator or Sitcom Character
Game." By comparing your answers to simple yes/no questions, this game attempts to guess what sitcom character or
dictator you're thinking of. I've played many times and the
game has guessed correctly almost every time.
Entertainment 475
Appearance: 2/5
Ease of Use: 4/5

http://oldskooled.disflux.net/
Ever wondered what happened to all your favorite characters (like Mario, Megaman, Kid Icarus and that guy from
Bionic Commando) from the original Nintendo days? An
Internet-only comic. "Oldskooled/'seeks to chronicle the
daily lives of your favorite eight-bit super heroes now that
they've pretty much retired. Read through the various
comics archived here for some fairly entertaining reading
material between classes or as a means of procrastination the
night before that paper's due.
Entertainment: 4/5
Appearance: 3/5
Ease of Use: 3/5
ness over the summer, working
where I felt I could not become
extravagantly wealthy but could
.it least pass the summer months
with a contented smile on my
face. 1 fell it only natural that an
aspiring literary columnist and
novice writer such as myself
should venture into the realm of
the commercial bookstore.
Flash back if you will, to a
week after the end of classes. I'm
back home in Burke, driving my
father's plum-colored Volvo to
the only commercial bookstore
(Borders Books, Music and Caff)
in the area with open positions
for temporary help. Weaving in
and out of traffic lanes and traveling unnecessarily fast (my excuse
for this transgression is that 1 was
excited, so, so excited!), I imagined how wonderful it would be
to work as a bookseller at a giant
bookstore, tct help pass on aavioi
to other readers and help them
find a good book Think of the
smiles, think of the happiness I
would spread all across the county But more importantly, think of
all those glorious books, rows
upon rows upon rows. I felt
ready to foam at the mouth.
During the warm, terse interview with the human resources
director, however, I discovered
there were no openings for bnoksellers. The only available positions were those behind the
main cash registers and in the
cafe1. Yes, my heart sank, but I
figured that since I had gotten

Exorcist"
except
on
an
extremely pathetic scale.
Ultimately, the morning of
May 9, 2001 arrived and I higan
my training at the cafe, becoming
an eye-witness to the bookselling
industry. There are many stories
to tell, some good, some bad, others ugly; the fact remains that my
two-month tenure at Borders
store 112 in Fairfax was a wonderful adventure. My reason for
writing these two articles and
giving you an undercover look at
the book world is not personal
revenge; I was treated with nothing but respect. Rather, I merely
wish to regale you with my
adventures working not with
books, as I originally had hoped,
but working next to books, merely feet away from the shelves,
sweating it out under the chrome
monstrosity of the espresso
machine.
Thus, it was with a wide smile
and a nervous, trembling conscience that I sal down in the
employee lounge on the hidden
second floor of the bookstore and
watched such enlightening, thrillride films as "Espresso 101" and
"Customer Service at Borders,"
slowly digesting as much information as I could, my mind at
times wandering downstairs to
all those majestic books.
Yes, I thought to myself with
all the gleeful, insidious melodrama of a super-villain. This could
definitely be a promising venture.
And it was.

http://www.theonion.com/
Caution: This Web site is not for the satirically faint of heart.
If you like your news false and rife with sarcasm. The Onion
is the perfect entree. Serving up articles on everything from
fake political scandals to the local news about some guy getting a date, you'll find yourself constantly laughing aloud as
you chew the thick slice of wit this site is best known for. Be
sure to send your favorite articles to your friends, too!
Entertainment 5/5
Appearance: 4/5
Ease of Use: 3/5

/; ttp:llwwiv.media trip.com/
Home to some of the most famous never-published movie
parodies ever, MediaTrip quenches even the most picky film
critic's thirst for entertainment. In their film entertainment
section, notable parodies such as "George Lucas in Love,"
"Evil Hill." and "Film Cub" vie for attention along with original short films like "Los Gringos." The Dancing Cow" and
"Moses Vs. Godzilla." All of the films on this site are highquality entertainment, but not for the weak of bandwidth.
Prepare for massive downloads if you want tct-view these
winners
Entertainment 5/5
Appearance: 4/5
Ease of Use: 4/5

http://www.dictionary.com/
Tired of your roommate stealing your dictionary? Too poor to
buy that thesaurus you've always wanted? Why bother with
them when you can just look up whatever you want online.
With a fully searchable dictionary and thesaurus,
Dictionary.com gives you instant access to a greater vocabulary and makes writing with less repetition a lot easier. With
a new word of the day every day, you can be speaking eloquently in no time!
Entertainment 2/5
Appearance: 3/5
Ease of Use: 5/5

When nightlife calls, venues in the 'Burg answer
WHEN, from page 13
Dodger for a pleasant, relaxing
cup of joe. The only fullfledged coffee house in town.
Artful Dodger provides a great
place to sit, relax and catch up
on that homework you've
neglected for the past week.
The
Dodger
is
a
Harrisonburg original, meaning friendly and caring service
without the hustle and bustle
of a commercial chain coffee
house. While you're reading or
enjoying a cup of coffee, for a
small price you can check your
e-mail or surf the Internet in
the Dodger's own cyber cafe.
If you think the decor is
pretty cool and wish you
could buy the table you sat at
or the lamp in the comer, go
for it! The Artful Dodg.r t&
a variety of their furniture and
■ntiquai which means that the
place looks different every
time you stop by. Another of
the Dodger's features is the
no-smoking and no-alcohol
environment
inside.
For
smokers, there are tables outside where you can have a cig-

arette as well as enjoy your
coffee. The Artful Dodger also
provides entertainment, featuring poetry readings on
Tuesdays and female vocaUrii
on Wednesdays. Look for
Mario Dee Chappell performing there this Friday.
7 llu- lliltm..!,801-0221 Open 11 am. - 2a.m.
7 days a week, 221 University
Blvd.
Bored with school already'
Wondering if there's something better to do on a Tuesday
I'vi-ning baridea study? I lit up
Biltmore Grill right next to
Outback Steakhouse and take
advantage
of their
free
Thumbs and Toes," (which
are chicken wings with no
bones for you laymen out
there) on Tuesday nights.
Boasting great food, huge
portions and the key element
alcohol, the Biltmore is a great
place to go and hang with your
friends. Reasonable prices and
a good selection accompany a
casual atmosphere.

Biltmore has something
going on almost every
night. If you have a huge
appetite to kill, take a trip
over on Mondays for free
buffalo wings. There's live
music on Wednesdays, a
deejay on Thursdays and
karaoke on Fridays.
Competitive prices, great
food and drinks and a friendly
atmosphere make Biltmore a
great place for )MU students.
8 llighlawn Pavilion:
4.34 7282 Open 4 p.m.-2 a.m. 7
days a week, 2061-F Evelyn
Byrd Ave.
If you listen to Harrisonburg radio frequently, you've
probably heard commercials
promoting
I larrisonburg's
only New York City-style
nightclub. Well, don't get your
hopes up
It's not that
llighlawn is a bad place, just
remember new JMU students,
we art in Harrisonburg
That being said, llighlawn
Pavilion is probably the only
place here that has a dance

floor that is actually used for
dancing. Yes, there is a bar
where the alcohol flows like
water and yes, there is a menu
to order from, but I think most
people end up at Highlawn for
the sole purpose of drinking
and dancing.
I lighlawn is usually full of
JMU students but just a warning to any of you looking to
find a significant other while
you're there: make "sure
they're not old enough to be
your mom or dad. Besides the
fact that there is most definitely a range of ages hangin' out
there, it is unquestionably a
great place to party with great
people and a great mood.
If you're under 21, don't
even try to get into the door
as the bouncers there are bigger than the door itself. For
those of you who are of age,
bring some money to cover
the entrance fee as well as
your "good" set of clothes
because Highlawn maintains
a dress code.

The Valleys Cycling Center Since 1986'

15th

GGIANT

MEDIUM 1 TOPPING
SINGLE BREADSTICKS
2 LITER PEPSI

J^ Anniversary

Y

BiKe Sglei

,'

^ Giant - Specialized Bikei & Accessories
SPECIALIZED.
*** molehillbikes.com
879-2011

Dayton, VA JusM-1/2milesouthofthenewSuperWal-Mart

433-4800

Harrisonburg Baptist Church

$8.99

AUTO SALES INC.

Sunday School 9:45 a.m. • Worship 11:00 a.m.
Barbara Hollowell, Minister of Students

BMW/MERCEDES
SPECIALISTS

•Just 2 blocks away from JMU*
501 South Main Street • 4JJ-2456 • www.harrisonhurghaptist.com

TATTOOS
&

PIERCING

Candies Spa
THE LOOK

by award winning
artisi John (one-,

ACTION
COMPUTER
SERVICES
A* Repair / Upjradei / Cleaning
(Free DiagnoitK Conjult)

Total Body Spa
HAIR.ST Yl INC • TANNING • MASSAGE • BODYWRAPS
Tan for Entire SCootYear »»»

Sa« IM onT.ttoo,* Piercin,

stoneTherapy M««g. J75

Fu.lBod,M.„.r$lS

Manicure $11

Bodywrap 4 MalM|e $85

H1rc«$l2

P.rm,$J$

Fadll »2S

Corner of University Blvd. a Retet-Yoir St. • Acron from Sheen

564-2770 or 433-3322

SALES & SERVICE
FULL LINE PARTS /ACCESSORIES
SHUTTLE SERVICE BACK TO CAMPUS
OPEN

\

J

373 N. Mason St.
Open 'till 12 a.m. Weekdays, 1 a.m. Weekends

E&E

Welcome to JMU
Join us for our College Cookout
on September 2nd from 4-6 p.m.
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Building up

Field hockey reloads
for future success.

30, 2001|THE BREEZE|15

"We try to pul ourselves in a
position to play some of the
best in the nation and the
region."
DAVE LOMBARDO

Page 17

women's soccer coach

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Field hockey loses
OT battle against Duke
On Sunday, Aug. 26,
the field hockey team fell
to Duke University 3-2 in
overtime. JMU led 1-0
early, thanks to a goal by
sophomore Janell Perlis.
Perlis struck again for
another score with just
under 10 minutes left in
the game.
However, the Blue
Devils tied the game at 22 with just over eight
minutes to go in regulation, sending the game to
overtime.
In sudden death OT,
Duke's
Liz
Bateman
scored to lift the Blue
Devils over JMU.
Men's soccer ranked
JMU's men's soccer team
was ranked 20th in the
National Soccer Coaches
. Association of America pre- season poll.
The Dukes are also
ranked 16th by Soccer
America's preseason poll.
Men's soccer coach in
good company
JMU soccer coach Tom
Martin is ranked fourth
among
active
college
coaches in the nation in
winning percentage (.752)
and seventh in victories
(341) at the start of the
2001 season.
Women's soccer to face
top teams in country
In 2001, the JMU
women's soccer team
will face three NCAA
teams — University of
California - Los Angelas,
Penn State University
and the University of
Virginia — that are currently ranked in the top
10 in the countrv.

JMU looks to regain winning ways
Coach Lombardo moves to four-person backfield to improve offense
BY CHRIS BAST

contributing writer

Angeles, the University of
North Carolina and Penn State
They're back. Since 1990, University, along with state
women's soccer at JMU has rivals the University of
been synonymous with suc- Virginia and the College of
cess. Under the tutelage of William & Mary, who are tied
coach Dave Lombardo, the for 13th nationally.
"Once again we are playing
Dukes have consistently finished among the top teams in a very tough national schedthe country and have compet- ule," Lombardo said in the
ed in numerous NCAA cham- media guide report. "The
pionship tournaments. In fact, majority of our opponents rank
in the 11 years since the incep- in the top 100 in RPI. Each year
tion of the program, the only when we schedule we try to
losing season was last year put ourselves in a position to
when the Dukes finished 10-11 play some of the best in the
and failed to qualify for the nation and region."
UCLA looks to be the
NCAA tournament.
This year the team is biggest date on the Dukes'
ready to prove that last year calendar. The 2000 runnerswas just a fluke season. up come to Harrisonburg on
Lombardo, who is the fourth September 28, but the team
winningest coach all tirrjg is not looking to that game in
among NCAA Division I particular as a focus.
"The schedule will work
coaches said in the Dukes
media guide, "Our ultimate for us," Wilson said, "Put a
goal (this year] is to get us few of those down as wins,
and it will give us more conback to where we belong."
Senior Suzanne Wilson, fidence. But we have to
keeper and co-captain, is also make sure we are not overready to prove that last year looking others."
Senior mid-fielder Jamie
is not to be the norm for
Miller agrees with her fellow
Dukes soccer.
"1 expect us to put togeth- co-captam,
"It's good to play good
er a good showing. (Get) a little redemption from last teams, it makes you play betyear," Wilson said. "We can ter," Miller said. "We have a lot
take the inexperience of last of experience in the middle and
year and turn it into experi- this year with a new year everyence; show everyone that we one is re-energized to prove last
will bounce back. We have year was just a fluke."
Dukes fans will see a new
much better on-field chemlook to this year's team as
istry and cohesiveness."
Wilson added that she they change their style of play
feels that this year's team is to improve upon last year.
more of an all-together team They will play with a four-perinstead of being split into son backfield instead of their
offense and defense as it was customary three to enable
them to possess the ball better
last year.
Experience will be a key fac- and create more opportunities
tor in the success of this year's for the offense to get into goal
team. The Dukes graduated scoring opportunities, said
only one senior and return all Lombardo.
Miller said that one of the
of their other starters except for
two who are out with injuries. main objectives for this year's
This experience will be needed team is to get a few more
as the Dukes once again are goals and goal scoring
faced with a schedule that chances than last year. She
includes
top-10
teams said that overcoming the loss
sophomore
Christy
University of California-Los of

DAVE KXWumlntmling phtioRrupher

Junior midfielder Beth McNamara (left) takes the ball around a defender In practice this week.
Metzker to a knee injury could
be one of the toughest challenges for the team.
"(We need to) find someone
to step up and score goals for
us; to take [Metzker's] spot,"
Miller said.
Wilson says everyone seems
to Ix: adjusting to their role on
this yetir's team and that across

the roster they will be stronger.
"Both the midfield and the
offense will be stronger and the
sophomores will step up and
play with a lot of confidence,"
Wilson said.
The Dukes have confidence
going into this season. Their
tough schedule will give them
matchups that should prepare

them well for the postseason
and should give them invaluable experience.
Heading into the season
opener on Friday against
American
University
on
Reservoir Field at 7 p.m. Miller
said, "Everything's clicked this
year. This is the most confidant
I've been."

VOLLEYBALL
Friday. August 31
- Men's soccer takes on the
Demon Deacons of Wake
Forest University at the
George Mason University/
Kappa Classic in Fairfax at
2:30 p.m.
- Women's soccer hosts
American University at
Reservoir Street Field at 7
p.m. It will be the 2001 Maton opener for the Dukes.
- Volleyball takes on the
Universiy of Mississippi
in the JMU/Days Inn
Classic in the Godwin
Gym at noon. The Dukes
will also play Xavier
University at 7 p.m.
^ihirHay September 1
- Football kicks off its 2001
campaign against Elon
University at Bridgeforth
Stadium at 6 p.m.
Volleyball lakes on
Rutgers University on the
second
day
of
the
JMU / Days Inn Classic. The
two will meet at Godwin
Gym at 1 p.m.
Sunday. September 2
- Field hockey travels to
face Wake Forest University
at 1 p.m.
Men's soccer plays
Southern
Methodist
University
at
the
GMU/Kappa Classic in
Fairfax at 1 p.m.

Dukes begin title defense
BY JEFF COLSH

-

contributing writer

The women's volleyball
team returned five of its si>
starters from
last year's
Colonial Athletic Association
champion team, usually I sign
of a veteran squad.
Remarkably, that isn't going
to be the case in Godwin Hall
this year.
The Dukes bring in six freshmen and a total of nine players
on the 12-deep roster enter the
2001 season with one year or
less Of collegiate experirme
IX-spite this, expectations are
high for a shot at claiming .i
third consecutive CAA title and
the accompanying berth in the
NCAA tournament
Coach l>isa (ohnson-Garner
begins her second season at
JMU, looking to build off List
year's2l-10 record
"We had a great season
last year," Johnson-Garner
said. "Even though we had a
few losses in the season, we
were able to develop our
players. We think this year we
have an opportunity to repeat
if things fall into place and
we stay healthy."
Johnson-Gamer said that
since this year's team is young,
it is very important everyone
develops and learns as the season progresses.
And the early season
schedule promises to get the
team ready.
The season begins with
this weekend's JMU/Days
Inn Classic at Godwin Hall.

The following weekend,
the Dukes travel to the
Western Michigan Ameritech
Invitational. The Dukes play
in a third preconference tournament,
the
Madison
Invitational, which will also
beheld at Godwin Hall.
"The most important thing is
to use the preconference mafthes to gain experience and find
your way. It's all about getting
ready for the conference,"
Johnson -Garner said.
In the CAA, things have
changed. From the conference,

-44... We have an
opportunity to repeat if
things fall into place
and we stay healthy.
— Disa Johnson-Garner
volleyball coach

59
the University of Richmond,
East Carolina University and
American University all departed after last year. However,
Richmond did not field a volleyball team.
In their place, four teams
were added Towson University,
the University of Delaware,
Drexel University and Hofstra
University. Only Hofstra and
Delaware will join the 2001 fall
sports schedule and play the
Dukes, there will be a total of

seven volleyball teams in the
CAA this fall.
I .ist year, all five remaining
teams in the CAA advanced to
postseason play. This year, only
the league's top four qualify for
the tourney.
"Our goal is to make sure
we're one of the top four to
qualify
for
the
midNovember
tournament,"
Johnson-Garner said
Besides familiar conference.
rivals and in-state foes like the
University of Virginia, newcomer Hofstra is expected to be a
good challenge.
"I lofstra's very compvhti\ <■
and they'll be tough to con
tend with," Johnson-Garner
said. 'They've been used to
dominating their contemn «■
and they've gone undefeated.
But they're definitely beatable
as well."
On the court, the Dukes
will miss four-time first tram
All CAA middle Mocker, Karla
Gessler, also the MVP of last
year's CAA tournament.
A newcomer expected to
help fill that loss is freshman
Kate Put hi
"It's big shoes to fill but I'm
really excited to have the
opportunity," PuCIM said. I
think I can fill the spot pretty
well and the team can be confident with me"
The other freshmen are middle Mocker Emily Ericksen, out
side hitter Aran Gallagher,
defensive specialist Heather

JMU/Days Inn Classic
Friday. August 31
Rutgers vs. Xavier, 10 a.m.
JMU vs. Mississippi, noon
Mississippi vs. Rutgers, 5 p.m.
JMU vs. Xavier, 7 p.m.
Saturday. September 1
Mississippi vs. Xavier, 11 a.m.
JMU vs. Rutgers, 1 p.m.
(all games are in Sinclair Gymnasium)
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Week # 1
Season total
Last week
Winning percentage

I UCLA at Alabama
[Wisconsin at Oregon
I Miami at Penn State
I Syracuse at Tennesee
I Richmond at Virginia

SPORTS

Think i
section
sucks?

II

Travis Clingenpeel
sports editor
0-0
N/A
000

Drew Wilson
atst. sports editor
0-0
N/A
000

UCLA
Wisconsin
Miami
Tennesee
Virginia

Alabama
Oregon
Miami
Tennesee
Virginia

Meghan Murphy
art director
0-0
N/A
.000

Robert Natt
photo editor
0-0
N/A
000

UCLA
Oregon
Miami
Tennesee
Virginia

UCLA
Oregon
Miami
Tennesee
Virginia

Alabama
Oregon
Penn State
Tennesee
Virginia

Elon at JMU
I Oregon St. at Fresno St.
(Colorado St. at Colorado
TulaneatLSU
I William & Mary at UMass
I Northeastern at Hofatra

Oregon St.
Colorado St.
LSU
UMass
Hofstra

Oregon St.
Colorado St.
LSU
UMass
Hofstra

Fresno St.
Colorado St.
LSU
UMass
Northeastern

Fresno St.
Colorado St.
LSU
UMass
Northeastern

Oregon St.
Colorado
LSU
W&M
Hofstra

Let's see
you do
better.
Write for
Breez
Sport

Ahh, the sights and sounds of (all Rows at vdkw tickets on windshields, mis Qg{ ready to fumble! v"oushithenvei\eckciurtes\ ofthetoabiowvllMttfhliptdaajflB
in new stoplights and the Four Horseman of the POTW talking more trash than
Out of the doud of smoke siimiundmg her desk came the picks of our hvt >ntc
Charles Barkley and Muhammed Ali in a healed foaaball battle Left meet yarn Mil line-up.
style editor whose eyes are almost as red as her hair Cheech is constantly paranoid thai pa iple .inFirst off is the Raptor-Man himself. Travis. After spending the summer in the field with Cowtrying to move their desks closer to hers. Interesting...
boy and loker. Clinger will undoubtably pick a slew of upsets and spend il* not k Kked in the
The Longhom Meghan Murphy spent last night trying to get ■vyuju'l advice in her picks.
cellar with a flashlight and a bucket.
9ie says it's Cheech's job lobe the "dumb girl." Moreen this brewing nvalrv as 11 de\ ekips, folks
From the two-desk in the sports section comes the very reincarnation <>t Lin)' Kini. Mr Wil
Speaking of brewing our first guest this year is Mr Natty himself He was a little hesitant to
son. Oes. I know Larry is soil alive No, it doesn't make sense) Wilson L- -.till recovering from a
step into the guest predictors spot maybe because he knows I'm going to teU him to get a haircut.

JMU starts title defense in Days Inn Classic
JMU, from page 15
llickcox. outside hitter Jen
I .eMoine, and defensive specialist Liz Moore.
Coming back for the Dukes
.it setter is sophomore I^uren
Ruzicka, who last year set the
single-season record for assist
average at over 13 a game.
Junior Jessica Evers, an outside
hitter who also filled in at setter

last year, led the team defensive- returns her serve that proly with 3.04 digs per game, •»
duced a team-high 46 aces last
Senior Danielle Heinbaugh, season and .79 blocks per
named to last year's all tourna- game, second on the team.
ment team, brings height and Sophomore Jackie Reed, a
experience to the right side. defensive specialist, is back
I .inss.i Daily, also a senior, aver- with 34 games of experience.
aged 327 kills and 193 digs and
Johnson-Garner said that the
is a solid passer.
combination of the good effort
Sophomore Dana Jones put in over the summer by the

returning players and the !<»!< nl
of the freshmen has this v.m
squad ahead of last fall.
The challenge is putting
these together to three-peat.
"It's a good kind of pressure and it's a great environment to step into a program
that has success already,"
Fuchs said.

The Duktt' st.in play this
year with a double-header on
Friday in Godwin Hall. The
lirM match is at noon against
the University of Mississippi.
The nightcap is against Xavier
University at 7 p.m. Then JMU
faces Rutgers at 1 p.m. on
Sunday to conclude the
JMU/Days Inn Classic.

eeds writers

or come
down to the|
office
in the
basement
Anthonyj
Seegerj
Wen<
help!

x86127 to find out how to get started
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SPACIOUS KITCHENS
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FIELDHOCKEY

Building for future success
BY AARON GRAY

contributing writer
In her second year .is he.nl
i"o.ich, Irene Horv.it is begin
ning to lay down the foundation for national success in the
)MU field hockey program.
Through her team-oriented
focw and attention to detail,
her main got! i1- I" guide the
Dukes back to the elite status
that won them the NCAA title
seven years ago.
Her winning philosophy,
along with the team's determination, should be the combination needed to earn a NCAA
bid this year.
"The big thing last year
was the transition," Horvat
Mid. "A lot ot Information and
concepts were absorbed last
spring and I think the winning
Strategy is there now."
The transition will be

important as the Dukes welcome nine new freshmen to
the program. Three attack
players were lost due to graduation including All-American
forward Liz Sanders. Sanders,
who was third in the nation in
scoring, was the key offensive
weapon in the Dukes' arsenal
List year. Since her graduation,
Horvat has geared the team in
more of a passing game with
the main focus on ball control.
No longer will they rely on a
single player for offense.
Instead, there are several players who will step up to lead
the squad.
Solid midfield players will
once again control the tempo of
the game with their speed and
versatility. Leading the pack
will be senior Amy Ziegenfuss
whoatefted 18 of 23 games last
season and junior Klize van

Ballegooie who contributed 4
goals in 2000. The main goal
facing this midfield core is distribution of the ball and their
vision of the field. The speed on
transition that I Ml is known
for should continue with the
addition of some new faces.
"Along with our speed, we
want to be able to control it in
the midfield," Ziengenfuss
said. "We want the ball to do
the work for us; it's a more
strategic plan."
Freshman midfielder Veerle
Goudswaard, a native of
I louten, Netherlands will bring
an immediate impact to this
young squad. She's played the
sport since an early age and
although she is only 16 yearsold, she is the most experienced
on the team. Goudswaard was
recently named to the Dutch
Nation Youth squad and will

CAN YOU DRAW
BETTER THAN THISP

use her powerful shot to take
the penalty comers.
"It will take time for her to
adjust to our style of play But
I see Veerle emerging as a
standout player for our team,"
Horvat said.
The key to victory this season will be the ability to finish
in front of the net. Senior forward Traci Forchetti and junior
forward Carrie Phillips are
looked to for scoring while
sophomore forward Janelle
Perlis should bring offensive
pressure up front.
Senior midfielder/forward
I leather Platzer may see action
in front of the goal along with
sophomore forward Dana
Weaver. The style of play
should include uptempo passing, which could lead to fast
see HORVAT. page 18
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f Unitarian Universalists
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Service 10:30 a.m.

We respect Ihc inlici, nl worth and dignity of every person and justice,
equality and COttipaSSlOtl III human relations.
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Red-shift Junior Amanda Nlchois steps ki front of a Tow son
University defender to take a pass during the August 25 match.
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Get Your Musical Education at Plan 9

Listen before you buy.

Phone: KA7.0O7J
Visitor* Welcome
lltlp hnnu | |, ., in I.IMIU Im.iil lllllll i: I U .1 III I
For possible mmpus meeting information contact Ralph (irove: Rroverfl0jmu.edu
Route .1.1. 5 mile west of Hourc at Dale Enterprise Schoolhouse
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"Spirit Quest
A Journey For Youth. A\>cs 4 Through 17 Begins September 9th"
!<!±>9<*>9«>m9>9Jb9

The Valley's Best
Comfort Collection

CHOCOUtTE GINKS
Gad Music
S 13.99 CO
Spm (9/0IT Picking up .team as it
goes, the failures accumulate credulous as he 4 cms ■ born dandy,
rolling through the fronton between tht
liminal and iubfhm.niI ■

IR0AKISS

MB

Miff tha Gams Goodbye
$13.99 CD

Cornier! fagla
S 13.99 CD

Jadekus. ont 0' the pieemmeni
members ol Ruff Rydera cleans to
ba the bail rapper avert Find out lor
yourself Guest artists include Nas.
DMX. Snoop Dogg and more

Wrth off-key. languid hall rap. half
croon raeibJes over horn laden
mdte rock and crashes into
Ma'iecht band•nmodies.'Comlort
Eegta* bnngs the Sacramento
band's total to lour overwhelming*/

catchy albums over u« yean

BASEMENT IAXX
Sooty
$13.99 Cl
OMagannalMlll - A hugaN
engaging follow-up to
RfMfOY anotnar bollianlly meaav
bluap'int lo» UK danca miittc

STflIND
Break The Cycle
$13 99 CD
CMj 64/01
Siemd have claimed
•n even lirmet grip on its moody
rock crown with this album

JIMMY UT WORLD
Heed American
$9 99 CD
CMJ (//2/0H ' The Red Bull of
summer albums, a sugar-soaked,
adranahn pumping, often soaring
power pop sound tt ack for driving
loo last, dunking loo much,
and (silling for

GOMUAZ
Gorilla;
$13.99 CD
Q Magazine (M)tr With m craep-ly
urban fee! and innocent, nursery

rhyme Quality ol the melodies. Gonhai
couldnI be lurther from a self-con
sc-ously arch art' supergroup

DROWNING POOL

TRICKY

Sinner
$13.99 CD

■low Back
$13 99 CD

Enwlainnent Wa«t| l"3"t>ll
* Slern. lumbnng noinah mala) lick*ig it old-school baadbanga,
iryla Owe in. maul memaca "

Q Magazine ll/QI)
It should remind
long disillusioned tans what they l*ed
about tricky in the first place att
strange and uncatagonsabla "

OTHER TITLES ON SALE NOW INCLUDE:
Beta Band, Bilal, Coldplay, Daft Punk, Nanic Griffith, Buddy
Guy, Linhin Park, Dave Nawarro, O Brother Where Art Thou?,
Shuggie Otis. Radiohead, Sigur Ros, STP. Travis, Usher,
Weeier and more.

Sofas
Choose From 400 Frame
Styles & 3000 Fabrics

House Oak

MORE THAN JUST OAK!

•58

Wk

T&m 2475 S. Main St., Harrisonburg (Behind Pizza Hut' RNQRMALK'
Mon.-Fri. 9-8, Sat. 9-6
(540)432-1383
IFIexsleel.
Web Site: houaeofoak.com

jf-af^afr-^afr

Plan 9 what a record
store should be!
434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.

check out Plan 0

tor now 8, uaod
CDs, DVD's. LPs,
VHS video, music
accessories,
collectibles,
novelties and
more, log on to
the website!

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM
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SPORTS

Horvat hopes 2001 will be stepping stone in
returning JMU to one of top programs in country
HORVAT.fromfvgeU
break opportunities for the

attacking players.

"We are extremely fast in
transition from defense to
offense/' Horvat said. "We
want to focus on good ball
movement starting with the
backs and moving though
the midfield. Our speed will
help create the chances for
Ihe attacks "
A core of strong returning
players will lead the defensive unit this season. Redshirt junior backs Ryan Shean
and Amanda Nichols have
the ability to crush opposing
offenses with their defensive
stability and physical play.
Communication will be a factor in the defense as both

K< WF.RT NATT/photo tdilor
Junior Carrie Phillips passes by a Towson defender on her way
down the field during JMU's August 25 season opener.

players will take on leadership roles. Also returning for
the Dukes will bo sophomore
back Undsey Keller. Her
motivation and work ethic
landed her a spot on the 2001
U.S. National team this pall
summer but she passed up
the opportunity in order to
return to the Dukes' defense
Junior goalkeeper Kiernan
Raffo will be in front of the cage
this season as she brings expertam e Old strength to the l.i>t line
of defense. In the past, aha h.is
shown mental altitude and the
ability to deliver under pressure
Ruffo saw significant time List
year, which will prove lo be
valuable this season.
"I have a lot of experience in
front of me with Ryan (Shean).
Amanda (Nichols) and Lindsey

(Keller).'' Ratio laid "I feel real
confident about that, and Wt
Should U- a tough unit tO Iv.it "
Ratio should emerge on a
regional and national level
this season. She has waited a
long time to step up and hM
grown mentally though the
yean, which is essential to
being a strong goalkeeper at
the collegiate level.
Along with last year's
NCAA Final Four squads (Old
Dominion University, the
University of North Carolina,
Wake Forest University and
the University of Maryland),
|MU will also face national
powerhouse teams such as
Kent State University and
Penn State University.
This weekend, Horvat
takes her squad to the home

of the Demon Deacons in
Winston Salem, N.C. Wake
Poreal ia off to an 0-2 ■tart
Last year, the JMU squad
went 0-5 against ACC teams
so the ma|Of goal for this
year's team is to surprise the
strong ACC squads on their
upcoming schedule. Of those
five teams, three made it the
NCAA Final Four
"We have a good shot of
winning our conference; that
is ■ realistic goal," Horvat
said. "But we need to turn
that corner and start finishing. It's a mental step we
need to take as a program.
We know we can compete
with those teams, and it
would be great if we could
grab two or three wins from
the ACC conference."

Professional Nail Care & Foot Spa
Center For Ladies & Gentlemen

AsianA^il?

801-8070

In Town Center, Behind Valley Mall
Next to Sprint

Back to School Specials
Full Set
Fill In
Manicure
•With Parafin Wax

$20
$13
$10

Pedicure
$18
•with Whirlpool Spa
Eyebrow Wax
$8
French Manicure
$5
Arfferican Manicure...$5
Walk Ins Welcome
Gift Certificates available
We accept all local checks & all major credit cards

Hours: Mon-Wed ioam-8pm
Thurs-Sat 9am-8pm

We're tjood for everybody

[*i]
o—"
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56 E Wolte SI
Bnxtt Kl«t s

755 Cantrell Avenue • llarrinonbur,g, Va 22801

Down! own: 433-3917

i

i

i Buy any Regular Sandwich
I
at (2.89

|
I

1

(540) 564-1600

fax: (540) 564 0979

bia.pt ithentel.net

Get Second One FREE '
!_
_ E*t9:?-0!
'

Pheasant Run *
* Welcomes YOU Back!
Enjoy Huge Eat-In
Kitchens Featuring...
Microwaves
Frost-Free
Refrigerators With
Ice-Makers
^Lw
Dishwashers
^h
Self-Cleaning Ovens
Extra Capacity
Washers and Dryers
Garbage Disposals
Pantry for Extra Storage

ItMJ =

GMATYGREYLSATYMCATYDATYTOEFC

starting soon!
Study for the LSAT or GRE on the JMU campus!

" RECV1209 (GRE) begins September 11 **
** LSCV1207 (LSAT) begins October 15 **

Call now to reserve your space!

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
Test Prep, Admissions and Guidance. For life.

4
if

Eliminate Noise & Experience Privacy
•No Overhead or Underfoot Units
•Private Storage Shed
•Patio or Deck
•Your Own Yard, But No
Exterior Maintenance

m-

Enjoy Space Beyond Comparison...
• Approximately
1500 Square Feet
•Four Bedrooms and
Two Full Baths Upstairs
•All Living, Kitchen Facilities
& Guest Bath Downstairs
• Private Phone Lines, Cable
and Ethernet Jack
Available in Each Bedroom

w

r

From JMU take South Main SI.
...
Turn lift on Rocco Ave across Irom the Mailman
Dodge.
On Rocco. turn right on Pheasant Run Circle.
The Model/Office Is located at 321 Pheasant Run
Circle.

540-801-0660
toll free 877-266-7786
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FOR RENT
Country Horn* • 10 minutes horn
campus MB charm, great rates
Booh now lor football games, fall
colors. Homecoming, and parent
visits.
Visit our webaite
inrramonreftana6.com. Booh now
lor • stay to remember
APVIRTISt YOUR RENTAL
PROPERTY IN THIBREEZI
CLASSIFIEDS!
Low I'IIM-. CJreal Results!

IBS! Volkswagen Cabriolet Automatic. AC. cruise. Good
condition. $4,000 Call 434-9478
DP E icicle* Bike • needs seat.
$10. Murry Ctrl i Mountain
Climber Blhe . 20", 10 spaed.
$4% Marty XTR -Mountain
Extreme' Blhe - IS*. 10 speed.
$45 Laosee/Okl's Roadmastar
18 speed. 24'. $45 Men's Haft*
Tundra - 18 speed. 24". almost
new. $75 434-3035

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

RADIO ANNOUNCERS/
BOARD OPERATORS

Beginning Qaltar Package •
includes acoustic guitar witn sort
ta. electronic tuner, video and 5
lessons $200. Call 4784045

Contact Frank Will
WSVA/WQpf > Radio
Call 4M49J1 between
I0:B0 a.m. and I :B0 p.m.

Gymnastic Coaches/Instructors
Needed • Can 433-3427
larn up ta $800 Pat Weak •
assembling products at home. No
experience info 1985-646-1700.
Dept VA4806.

Now hiring servers.
hostesses, and

kitchen staff
Greal Altnosplirrcs.
Not Chains
Good money & flexible
schedules. Short drive to
Staunlon Station.
The Pullman Restaurant
36 MkJdIebrook Ave

|540| HH5 9591
The Depot Grille
42 Mtddicbrook Ave

(540) 885-7332

Child Care Provider Needed to
get older child off bus. One hour
a day 15 days or less a month
Call 740-9390.
or email
marsh#sh«nte'. net

WANTED
Patio Dates Wanted!
S.*00 IVr da* guaranteed
Aua/MW-Sepl.

Stockar - JMU cafeterias. PC
Dukes. Festrva*. Market One. fie*
job, part-time Fill coolers with
SnaopUs, Jones Soda. Nantuchet.
leBleu. Blue Ridge Beverage, 540241-0781.

M0-95.MO72 before 9:00 p.m.

Part-time Delivery Parson - for
local furniture Store. 4330909.

SERVICES

Cblidcare
RaadaS
- light
houseworh. nice kids. fie«ible
hours, vehcle required. 4337127.

Wertem RkSng Lessona - 10 miles
north of campus 8338804.

Landscaping Position A.aKabla
We're
seeking
energetic.
responsible individuals who love
working outdoors. Please call
Natural Enhancement. 2498000.

asygaMBBj Clothing.
Jrwrlry. Natltr Cniton

NOTICI:
(11-.1
■ mlm
rrfMdinf (he in***ti«in«i »l flnaimnf
Nj>itw»»i>n"vunit(«» aasaoiai
Bcnrr II uuw i* Bureau. Inc
l-gSB-533-5501

SPRING BREAK
AAAAI Bprlng Break Specials'
Cancun and Jamaica from $389'
Air. hotel, free meals Award
winning company! Group leaders
freel Florida vacations $129'
Mprtnffxv&travel com
18006786386
Bprlng Braah 2002
STS. Amerind's el Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica. Menco.
Bahamas, or Florida Promote
trips on-campus to earn cash and
tree inps inlorrnation/rTffservooona
1-8006484B49 or www sfsfrawV com

Spring Breah 20021 Student
Express is now hiring sales reps.
Cancun features Free meals and
parties at Fat Tuesdays MTv
Beach Headquarters Acapuico,
Ma/atian. Jamaica. Bahamas,
South Pad'o. Florida Prices fiom
$469. with Major Airlines. 24.000
travelers m 2001 Ca« 800 787 3787
for a free brochure or e mail
bookita>studente«pf ess com
www.sfudenreip/ess com

AAAAI Early Specials! Spring
Bieah Bahamas Party Cruise! 5
days $279? includes meals,
parties. Awesome beaches.
nightlife! Departs from Honda' Gel
group go freel 18006786386
ipnpfftfeaktrtvnl.com

PERSONALS
ADVERTISE IN
THE IREEZE
CLASSIFIED ADS'
- it* firu 10 »o»th
..h«UI I0»<*ib
IUKk*l^jrcSinin.h
H.I.. ...HI .1,1 T,.,U,'

S68-6127

write
write
write
write

draw

FREE LONG DISTANCE
(SO CALL THE PARENTS ALREADY,

draw
draw
draw

f photos

photos
photos
photos
1 ♦
&»»

graphics
graphics
graphics

The
Breeze
wants

1-877-CALLSUN

Mental of ttM ATs- ,v ri

Hamjonburg
Marketplace Shoppes
(across horn Valley Mall near Books-A Million)
1866 East Market St. Suits B

Call
568-6127
for more
info

M

Natawrl

stoie hours: mon-Irs 9a 7p. sat 10a-6p, sun 1p 5p

SuaCom start locations

5*0-2*6 6**0

you!

SunCom

Stiunton
Shenandoih Plan
(across Irom Colonial Mall)
1*08 Greenville Ave
5*0-255-8380

Corpotale Sales 866 353-609* (toil free)
shop online www SunCom com

Exclusive Authorized Dialer

*/&
$M attrvehon IM and 11 month service agreement required laweM-une oiler for he* digital phone reaves new activation on SunCom Superstates service plant onf, Fras phone United lo ctnain models Sanction may
vary 'Superstates XMX service plan does not include natenwwl long distance which it baled at 15 per mnrle Inleinabonal fcmg drttanca call are not included, nor are cant that reeve a ciede card or operator
assistance to campkte SunCom leserves the right ta tametata your agieement it more then M\ ol youi overal minutes aie not on the SunCom Notwoi* SunCom service available lor
sp«crl«d HP codes only Other restnciions apph/ See stores tor details

b
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and

SHONE GRfflE

♦ ♦♦

choose which one you like best!

There's no better place to live!

Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

Office Hours
Mon-Fri 8:30 am-5:30 pm
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Youth Movement

2001
Football
Schedule
Sept. 1

Elon University, 6 p.m.

Sept. 8

at University of New Hampshire
Durham, New Hampshire

Sept. 15

Florida Atlantic University, 6 p.m.

Sept. 22

University of Rhode Island, 6 p.m.

Sept. 29

at University of Maine
Orono, Maine

Oct- 6
0(2113

at University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts

°*27

open

-

University of Delaware, 12 p.m.
(Homecoming)

Nov 10

at College of William & Mary
Williamsburg, Virginia

Nov 17

Northeastern University, 1:30 p.m.

-

Dick Honkin
Pack: being a

Richmond University, 1:30 p.m.
(Parents' Weekend)

Oe*- 20

Nov 3

Dukes' defens

at Villanova University
Villanova, Pennsylvania

-

?>°!^!i?rS TnT C*in»enPeel ^ Drew Wikon would Kte to thank the following people for the time and
her corrections and patience (mostly the latter); photo editors Robert Natt and "
Tinker for

rters

Offense

Defense

CB- Jqvorm QuiUen

DE-RyanBache
Denard Melton
KB- Brannon Coins

5- Justin Ruffin

DT- Andrew Owen
LB-Dt rick Lloyd

QB-MattLeZ

S- Reggie Taylor

DT- Brandon Beach
LB-De ickPack

FB- B.J. Minor

DE- Richard Hicks
OT-MikeWanden

WR-Alan Harrison

2001 DUKES FOOTBALL ROSTER
YEAR POS.
No. NAME
DT
1 Andnew Owen
SR.
LB
SR.
2 Demck Lloyd
3 jay Paige
FR.-R FS
JR.-R TB
5 Bmmion Gows
FR.-R LB
6 Toy Jomsend
SR.-R LB
7 DewckPock
SR.-R TE
8 Michael Ponds
SR.-R TB
9 B.J. MinoR
FB
SR.
10 RobeRT Cansm
CB
SR.
11 Jovon Ojallen
JR.-R WR
12 Jason mxupson
FR.-R Qg
13 Mike D. Jenkins
JR.-R TE
14 J.P. Novak
JR.-R CB
15 Ojternm Collins
FR.
16 ManleZone
17 Jason Slack
FR.
03
WR/Qg
18 Mike Connelly
lit
WR/PK
19 Clarion Monhews FR.
FR.-R CB
10 Rondell Bradley
JR.-R SS
21 Re#ie TayloR
WR
FR.
22 Butce Johnson
CB
SR.
23 ERIC Horn
WR
FR.
24 Raymond times
WR
25 Swpbfli O^leiRee FR.
TE
26 Sean Connaqham FR.
JR.-R LB
27 Dave FoROwn
JR.-R WR
28 Cody Hall
CB
29 Rodney McCaRieR FR.
FS
FR.
30 Mike WilkeRSon
CB
FR.
31 Leon Mizelle
CB
FR.
32 Dauda Bani^ra
SO.-R S
33 MARC HaRRell
FR.-R TB
34 PeRvis Binns
RB
FR.
35 Frank Cobfes
CB
36 CoRTez Thompson FR.
FR-R. FB
37 CBRIS IORIO
FR.-H FS
38 Bobby MoyeR
S
FR.
39 Reid Adaas
SR.-» t PK/P
40 Mike GloveR
WR
41 MonTelaa Gneen FR.
JR.-R FS
42 Jusnn Ruran
WR
FR.
43 Tahm Hinds
LB
FR.
44 CasaaK HARRIS
So. LB
45 Rob Lane

m

CB-Rondell Bradley

2001 DUKES FOOTBALL ROSTER
YEAR POS.
No. NAME
46 Kwynn WOITOII
47 Johw-Midwel Deeds
48 DemtoRO Melron
49 NickTolley
50 Joe Tyson
54 ToojO'CormeR
55 GusTavoVega
56 MikeVanAken
57 Kyle RodekohR
58 Frank McARdle
59 JoshHayowRe
60 PereORwi^
61 Jaowal CROWAFR
62 Tooxoy Davis
63 GeoR^e BURNS
64 TayloRMeKTen
65 Chios HeRRi/iG
67 PauLWamuck
68 Brandon Beach
69 HflwyDimn
70 ZacbAimon
71 Mike A. Jenkins
72 William PeRRy
73 MikeWandeReR
74 Kevin Mapp
76 Leon Srernxld
77 AoawJexnick
78 TRem Bosley
81 AndRew Beliweax
82 Blake YoRalian
84 Alan HORRISOII
85 Shawn Znyam
86 DanConley
88 MaRkHh#ms
89 TwSarrih

90
91
92
93
94
96
97
99

FR.
FR.
SO.-R
FR.
FR.F
R.
FR.-R

LB
TE
LB
WR
DE
LB
OT

So.

C

LB
FR.-R 13
LS
FR.
SR.-R OG
FR.-R 01
Ol/DL
FR.
FR.-R OG
SO.-R

DT
FR.
JR.-R 01
PK
FR.
FR.-R DT
OL
FR.
SR.-R OT
FR.-R OL

DT
OT
OT
So. OG
OL
FR.
FR.
OL
SO.-R TE
JR.-R WR
WR
So.
WR
FR.
FR.-R WR
FR.-R WR
SO.-R DE

JR.-R

FR.-R
FR.-R

CdRvWeoTheRS
AnoRew KeRn
RyanBacbe
Josh Kelly
DeawRWUS Shao)Hey
BuRkeGeoR^e
Sid Evans
JeRoox ScwrheRn

FR.-R DT
WR
FR.
DL
FR.
WR
FR.
TE
FR.
FR.-R PK
FR-R DL
SO.-R DE

M
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Offense on
uncertain ground
Dukes look to youth to move ball down
field, put points on scoreboard
BY DREW WILSON

assistant sports editor
If you are planning on attending the season opener against
Eion University on September 1,
you might want to pick up a roster beforehand. Chances are that
you probably won't recognize
too many names from last year
when it comes to offensive players.
The offense returns only 12
lettermen and only two were regular starters. This season, the
Dukes will have to rely on youth
to put points on the board. The
lack of experience, however,
poses a lot of questions for Coach
Mickey Matthews and his team.

Running game returns
JMU's strong spot on offense
has to be its running game. The
Dukes return three key players in
the backfield. Red-shirt junior

tailback Brannon Goins and redshirt senior fullback B.J. Minor
will get the bulk of the carries in
2001. Goins ran for 613 yards and
four touchdowns last season.
Minor scored a team-high seven
touchdowns in 2000 and finished
with 499 yards rushing.
"I definitely think (the running game) is the strength (on
offense)," Goins said. "1 look for
us to pick up some of the slack
that we lack in other younger
areas. We are taking it upon ourselves to handle our business."
"Both tailbacks are good,"
Matthews said. "[Goins] played
well last year. He ran into the
goal post at Rhode Island and he
wasn't the same after that. He
was reaching for a pass and
injured his shoulder. He wasn't
near as productive the second
half of the season. We expect big
things from him this year. He is
our game-breaker. Minor had an

outstanding summer. He put on
about 15 pounds and his 40 time
has gone down. So we feel good
about tailback."
Senior fullback Robert
Carson will also get some time at
fullback. Last year, Carson
rushed for 79 yards including
one touchdown. He also scored
two touchdowns on 21 reception
yards. JMU will also look to redshirt freshman tailback Pervis
Binns to add even more depth to
the already deep backfield.
"I really feel like (the running game) is a big part of our
offense," Carson said. "That is
where most of our seniority is
on offense. Being that we are
going to be a young team, that
is something that we are going
to need to work hard at and get
going early. We have a young
receiving core and a young
quarterback, so I feel that if we
can get that started off, it will
loosen defenses up and it will
make the transition easier for
the younger players."
'1 know we are going to have
to step up and make plays in order
to set the tone for the younger
guys on the team," Carson added.

New field general

FILE PHOTO/Roben Nalt

Red-shirt junior Brannon Goins will be one veteran called on to
make big plays down the stretch for the youthful Duke offense.

One of those younger guys
who will be counted on is probable starting quarterback Matt
LeZotte. The red-shirt freshman has been given the nod
over junior Mike Connelly.
Connelly, who started several
games in both his freshman
and sophomore years, will get
some time at quarterback, but
will be looked at to help the
team in several other areas.
"Connelly is going to be out
on the field," Matthews said.
"He is not going to be standing
over there by me. He is going
to be playing some inside
receiver, some quarterback and
return some punts."
"I am not disappointed,"
Connelly said of his position
change. "As long as I get on the
field somehow, it does not matter where. I am just going to do

FILE PHOTO/Robert Nati

Junior Mike Connelly will be asked to fill several different roles
on offense this season. Connelly should see valuable time as a
receiver, quarterback and punt returner for the Dukes in 2001.

whatever I can, whatever my
role may be."
"I have been a quarterback
my whole life," Connelly
added/This wide receiver
thing is new and I still have a
lot of stuff to learn. With each
practice, I get more and more
comfortable at it. With time the
comfort will come."
More youth will be joining
Connelly in the wings.
Sophomore Alan Harrison
should get time at wide receiver. Harrison is JMU's leading
returning receiver. He caught
nine passes for 116 yards and a
touchdown. Connelly and
Carson will get time in the slot,
and true freshman Tahir hinds
should also see quality time as
a receiver. J.R Novak will be
the starting tight end after
moving from offensive tackle
in the spring. Novak will be
used to block more than he will
be used as a receiver.
"All our wide receivers are
getting in there and making
good plays," Connelly said. "We
are just plugging along. We
might be a little inexperienced,
but that does not mean we can't
make plays."

O-line suffers setback
One of the biggest concerns
on offense is the offensive line.
All starters from last year graduated with the exception of redshirt senior offensive tackle Zach
Annon. However, Annon's
availability is now in question
after the lone return starter was
injured in practice. Annon, a preseason
second-team
AllAtlantic-10 selection, has a herniated disc, which will cost him a
majority of his final season.

Team physicians will try to treat
the back medically, but if his condition does not improve, surgery
could be necessary.
"I was playing and just felt
it pop while I was blocking,"
Annon said. "I will be out
probably six to eight weeks
and then I am going to try to
get back as quick as I can.
Maybe sooner if I can, but it
depends on what happens.
"It's tough," Annon went
on to say. "But you know
when you play the game, you
have a chance of getting
injured. It is part of the game
and I just have to deal with it
and come back from it."
Matthews said, "[Annon] is
a leader and a fighter. There
isn't a better kid in our program than Zach. But now, we
don't have any starting offensive linemen. We just have 10
guys practicing right now. We
will have to figure something
out by the first game."
The loss of Annon brings
uncertainty to the offensive line
and will mean others will have
to step up in his absence.
"Losing [Annon] is tough,
but he will back for the second
half of the season," red-shirt
senior offensive guard Pete
Orwig said. "We are just going
to work hard while he is gone
and some of the younger guys
are going to have to step up.
They are ready to do that and
they know what to do, so I
think they will do a good job."
"We are learning really
quickly right now," Orwig said
of the young line. "We were concerned at first, but everything is
continued on next page

from previous page

coming together really quickly
and really well. Everyone is
molding and I think we are ahead
of schedule. So we should be
good to go by game time."

Making it simple
With the inexperience, plus
the loss of Annon, Matthews and
the JMU coaching staff will look
to simplify the offense in order to
help the transition.
"1 think you have to limit what
you are doing on offense,"
Matthews said. "Not so much for
the quarterback, but for those
offensive linemen. There is only so
much they can do. You don't want
to put a kid in a position to have to
do something he can't do."
The Dukes might look to
two transfer students for additional help on the line. Redshirt freshman Mike Jenkins
will join JMU after coming to
Harrisonburg from Kent State
University. The Dukes also
welcomed Jeff Compton, a
red-shirt freshman transfer
from Marshall University.
"Jenkins is really practicing a
lot because we have a lot of
injuries at offensive tackle, so we
have kind of just thrown him out
there,"
Matthews
said.

"Compton is a huge concern for
us at center, so he is going to get
a lot of repetitions. He came in
really over weight and that has
been a problem, but Jeff has
done pretty well."

good summer. I worked on some
of the things I needed to work on
as far as my shorter kicks on field
goals and my punting and kickoffs have been really well so far."
"My leg is as strong as it has
ever been," Glover went on to say.
"All of my kick-offs have been
Special teams to help
Another strength on offense is
going to the end zone or in the end
special teams. Red-shirt senior
zone and my punts have been
Mike Glover returns as the place
going well. Right now, as far as
kicker
and
field goals go, I
punter.
L C
am just concentrating on
Glover, a preseason secdoing the same
ond-team Allkick
every
A-10
pick,
time, regardwill look to
less of how far
away I am. My
get off to a
good
start
leg is going to
after a groin
get it there, but
injury effectI just need to be
ed his efficienaccurate."
— Mike Connelly
cy last season.
While Glover
junior football player
"I started
hopes to finish
thinking
his
career
about
it
strong at JMU,
more," Glover said of his injury
he will be tutoring his future
in 2000. "When you start thinkreplacement, freshman Clayton
ing, just like any other sport, you
Matthews. If that name sounds
start messing with technique and
familiar, it might be because he is
I just lost some confidence."
the coach's son.
Glover says he has recovered
The younger Matthews said
from the injury and is ready for
being on the team his dad
the season.
coaches is not too odd.
"My groin is not bothering
"Our relationship is more prome at all," Glover said. "I had a
fessional now," the younger

We don't believe in what
the critics say. We have a
positive attitude as a team
and that's all that matters.
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Matthews said. "You have to
know where to draw the line.
When we are on the field, his job
is to win games and he can't put
me in a position to lose games. It
would cost him his job."
As for kicking, C. Matthews
hopes to improve and then next
year take over the kicking and
punting duties from Glover.
"I have learned a lot from
[Glover]," C. Matthews said. "I
have been kicking with him for
about two years now. He has
helped me with my transition
from kicking on a block to kicking on the ground, which is a lot
tougher than I expected. Last
year [Glover] struggled (because
of his injury). I think a big part of
that was that he did not have a
good quality back-up and had a
lot of pressure on him. I want to
serve as a good back-up for him
so just in case sometime does go
wrong, I can step in."

'We believe'
While critics doubt JMU's ability to win games with a young
team, the players are not listening.
"We don't believe in what the
critics say," Connelly said. "We
have a positive attitude as a team
and that's all that matters. It doesn't matter what outsiders think."
Carson said, "I am expecting

the best out of this one. This is
my last season. I think we have a
lot of players disappointed
about
how
last
year's
went...everyone is hungry and 1
think we will surprise a lot of
people."
As for Matthews, he hopes to
keep his team in contention during every game.
"We are always going to be
positive and I think with a group
of kids like this year, that tests
your coaching abilities to the
max," Matthews said. "You have
to try to keep your team in these
games where you are going to be
out-manned tremendously up
front. We don't want these games
to be over with in the first quarter. Normally young football
teams improve dramatically as
the season goes on and I am sure
we will improve."
For the Dukes to have a
chance in 2001, they must mature
fast as the season progresses.
Otherwise, the veteran teams
they play will have a field day.
In 1972, the National Football
League's Miami Dolphins went
undefeated with the help of its
"no-name" defense. Can JMU
succeed in one of the top NCAA
Division I-AA conferences with
its "no-name" offense? Only
time will tell.
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Dukes give LeZotte opportunity
Young QB hopes skills can outweigh inexperience
By DREW WILSON
assistant sports editor
Going along with the youth
movement, JMU will start a
fresh face at quarterback this
season. Red-shirt freshman
Matt LeZotte has been touted
as the probable starter for the
2001 campaign.
In the mind of coach
Mickey Matthews, LeZotte
has the ability to be a good
college quarterback, but just
lacks the experience.
"The hardest thing to find in a
quarterback is a guy who can run
and throw," Matthews said. "He
can do that."
LeZotte, a native of Augusta,
Ga., threw for 3,748 yards and
33 touchdowns in three seasons at quarterback for
Westside High School. Over
those three years, LeZotte also
ran for 834 yards and scored
13 touchdowns.
Matthews said LeZotte did
not receive a lot of attention at
his high school because it was
more of a basketball school
than
a
football
school.
According to Matthews, in the
1999 NCAA Men's Basketball
Championship game, both of
the point guards for each
team, William Avery (Duke
University) and Khalid El
Amin (the University of
Connecticut)
came
from
LeZotte's high school.

Good eye for talent
Matthews spotted LeZotte at
a football camp when Matthews
was an assistant coach at the
University of Georgia.

"He came to our camp
when I was coaching down at
Georgia," Matthews recalled.
"We really thought he had a
great arm, which he does. We
knew he could run, and I just
kept my eye on him when I
got this job (at JMU)."
LeZotte is confident about the
upcoming season, despite his
lack of experience.
"I feel like we can win ball
games," LeZotte said. "If the
receivers are catching the ball
and the offense line is blocking,
then we are going to have a
good offense."
However, LeZotte does admit
that he is nervous about taking
over the helm.
"Of course I am going to be
nervous," LeZotte said. "I
have not played a game in a
couple of years. I mean, I was
nervous before every game
during my senior year (in
high school). I think it keeps
you on your edge by being
nervous."

Players confident in QB
Though LeZotte might not
have the experience, his fellow
team members are confident he
can get the job done.
"I have every bit of confidence in Matt to lead this
team to where we need to
take it," red-shirt junior tailback Brannon Goins said of
his new quarterback's ability
to lead the team's offensive
strike. "The offense will be
wide-open. We are going to
throw the ball and we are
going to run the ball."

LeZotte
replaces
the
departed Charles Berry, who
graduated in May. Berry
passed for 1,409 yards and
rushed for 376 yards in 10
games last season. The Dukes
hope LeZotte can fill those
same shoes as adouble threat
at quarterback.

LeZotte very confident
behind offensive line
While his protection from
other teams, the offensive line,
is quite young and untested,
LeZotte feels comfortable
behind them.
"I see the talent level of the
offensive line and I feel comfortable about that," LeZotte
said. "I am really good friends
with them, so I have a real
good sense of trust and that
helps me out every time I get
under the center."
As for his wide receivers,
LeZotte feels the same way.
"All of them have been
catching balls and running
their routes," LeZotte said of
his receivers. "They have
been having good practices
and I have faith in them. I
hope they have faith in me to
get the ball to them."

Ready to prove the
nonbelievers wrong
With a lot of youth, many
critics doubt JMU's chances at
a winning season. However,
LeZotte feels different.
"We have a winning program here," LeZotte said.
"We have not lost in 13
straight home games, so we

SKYDIVE!
One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE
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Red-shirt freshman quarterback Matt LeZotte, who will take over
the starting duties, drops back for a pass in practice on Friday.
have that record to show for.
(This season) is not a 'nothing
to lose' type of deal. It is more
of a 'playing for pride' deal."
LeZotte and his teammates
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New position, same job for Novak
Junior will still be counted on to block despite move from OT to TE
BY DREW WILSON

assistant sports editor
One of the lone returning
players on offense this season is
J.P Novak. However, the redshirt junior is in a different position. A former offensive tackle,
Novak has been moved to the
starting tight end spot.
For Novak, the move to tight
end returns him to one of the positions he played while in high
school. The 6-foot-4-inch, 225pound Novak played tight end and
was also a first-team all-conference
and North Hills all-area linebacker
while at Fox Chapel Area High
School in Pittsburgh, Pa.
"I didn't think 1 was very
good at tight end in high school,"
Novak said. "I thought I was
going to come to college and be a
defensive player."
When Novak arrived in
Harrisonburg, he was a tight end
as a true freshman, but red-shirted. In the past two seasons,
Novak was moved to offensive
tackle. Each year he was seriously injured. In 1999, Novak suffered a fracture in his right lower
leg. The following year, he suf-

fered another broken leg.
Despite the move, Novak
feels that his job is almost the
same as when he was a tackle.
"There is still a lot of blocking
involved," Novak said. "In our
zone blocking scheme, everybody on the offensive line,
including the tight end, blocks
the same thing when we do our
running plays. The only difference now is that I had to incorporate a passing game into that. I
had to learn to catch the ball
again, which I haven't had to do
since high school.
'That is the biggest part of my
game that I have been working
on," Novak added. "I was working on it all spring and then I have
been here all summer working
with (red-shirt freshman quarterback) Matt LeZotte. It is really
coming together right now."

Smooth transition
According to tight end and
special teams coordinator Eddie
Davis, Novak's transition was
nothing more than adding a passing game to what he already did.
"He could alwavs run, and

that is why he was such a good
offensive lineman," Davis said.
"He was undersized, but he
could run and block people. Now
he just is carrying that over. He is
going to be a great blocking tight
end, but he is a good enough athlete where he can run the routes
and do what he has to do. He had
good athletic ability from high
school. He just had to learn to
concentrate on the ball and make
sure he looks it in."
Head
coach
Mickey
Matthews said, he is very good
technique-wise," Davis continued. "He understands leverage
and how to block people and
that is what makes him so
good. We will run behind him
because he is as good of a
blocker as we have on this football team. We have some plays
where we will get it to him, but
he will be the guy we will run
behind. We will throw him the
ball when it works into the
passing game."
"He is probably the best
blocker on the team and he has
really caught the ball well for
us," head coach
Mickey
Matthews said. "That really surprised us. He could raise some
eyebrows this year."

Intelligence is the key

ROBERT NATTIpholo editor

In addition to blocking as a tight end, Novak will run his share of
passing routes as a go-to-guy on the inexperienced JMU offense.

Davis also said Novak's
postion change should be no
problem because Novak is an
intelligent player
"J.P is an extremely smart
football player," Davis said. "If
you ask him a certain play, he
knows what everyone on the
whole team is doing on that play."
Novak said, "I have a good
knowledge of the game and I
understand what the coaches are
trying to do. The biggest thing
about football is knowing what
you have to do. You have to
know what do first and then do
that thing as hard as you can. So
coming in as a tight end, I had to
figure out whaM had to do and
now I am just trying to do it as
hard as I can."
Novak said the easiest part
about the move is that it is less
physical that offensive tackle.
"It is not as physical," Novak
said. "The past two years at tackle, I got hurt both years. I was one
of the smallest offensive linemen
in college football and that just
puts a beating on your body.

ROBERT tiKTTIpholo editor

Junior J.P. Novak, a former offensive lineman, will put his blocking skills to use as as a tight end and blocker for running backs.
These guys we have now are
of our offensive linemen go
down, I told the coach 1 would
about 300 pounds and they can
take it, but when you are 230 be willing to go back to tackle
pounds, it is really tough. At tight
if that was necessary."
"It would not be fair to J.P. (to
end, I do not have to take that
physical beating every play."
move him back)," Matthews said.
The hardest adjustments to
"He has a better chance at a pro
career as a tight end. But J.P. is a
make because of the position
good kid. He would move back in
change were the passing routes.
a heartbeat if we asked him to."
"The passing game and runAlthough he probably will not
ning routes has been the hardest
move back to
adjustthe offensive
ment,"
4 4
line, Novak's
Novak
knowledge
said.
"I
should be valuhad
to
work this
able to the
young linemen
summer at
that will play
getting my
beside him.
speed a lot
quicker.
"What J.P.
brings with
Just
the
all the young
running
and catch— Eddie Davis offensive lineing aspect
tight ends/special teams coordinator men is that he
is
someone
(has been
that they can
tough)
•
all go rally
because I
was not used to it"
around," Davis said. "He
knows what they are all supBack to the old?
posed to do. He knows their
footwork and their techniques
Because Novak was an offensive lineman the past two seasons
and he can tell them who to
block. They have someone
and JMU is lacking experience in
that area this season, there was
they can look up to."
some thought to Novak moving
The Dukes will need Novak's
back to tackle.
experience to help the young
"I just want to be on the
offense disprove the critics who
field and play," Novak said.
have picked JMU as a bottom"Now that we have had a few
dweller in the Atlantic-10.

J.P. is an extremely smart
football player. If you ask
him a certain play, he knows
what everyone on the whole
team is doing on that play.
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2001 ATLANTIC 10 C
1
FOOTBALL
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Hofstra University
2000: 9-4 (postseason 2-1)
2001 Prediction: 10-1

The Pride of Hofstra University have reached the quarterfinals of
the I-AA playoffs in each of the past two seasons and can reasonably expect
to be there again in 2001.
Coach Joe Gardi's offense returns 10 starters from a year ago, four
of whom are All-Atlantic 10 conference preseason selections. Quarterback
Rocky Butler was 2000's I-AA Independents Offensive Player of the Year.
Ail-American safety Doug Shanahan leads a defensive unit that
will be under the care of first-year defensive coordinator Greg Gigantino.

University of Richmond
2000: 10-3 (postseason 1-1)
2001 Prediction: 7-4

IND

The Spiders are confronted with the league's most demanding
schedule in 2001 as they hit the road for seven of their 11 games, with two
of those being against I-A opponents.
The team that coach Jim Reid will send through this gauntlet of a
schedule is a worthy one, as they return 16 starters from a year ago.
The defense in the state capital will once again be one of the
league's toughest and first-year offensive coordinator Jimmy Riser will
look to improve offensive production from 2000.

8

U. of Rhode Island
2000: 3-8
2001 Prediction: 4-7

Coach Tim Stowers will continue to seek greater offensive production from his squad in his second year at the helm in Kingston.
This continued improvement will have to come on the back of preseason All-Atlantic-10 honoree tailback David Jamison who rushed for
1,065 yards on 227 carries in 2000.
On the defensive side of the ball, Rhode Island will look to overcome the loss of team MVP defensive end Ferron Wright and leading tackier linebacker Preston Letts.

5

2

Villanova Un
2000: 5-6
2001 Prediction:

The Wildcats improve their n
conference cupcakes in Colgate Unr
Haven on the schedule.
Villanova has one of the league
10 first-team preseason selections qua
Brian Westbrook. Gordon threw for 2;
the AU-American Westbrook ran for i;
Lineman Kwesi Solomon's pn

U. of New Hampshire
2000: 6-5
2001 Prediction: 7-4

First team All-Atlantic-10 preseason selection tailback Stephan
Lewis will be the cornerstone of a high powered Wildcat offense that
returns some key pieces from 2000. Lewis a year ago rushed for 953 yards
on 200 carries and was the team's second leading receiver.
New Hampshire's defense will look to see improvement as the
line will feature three fifth-year starters in Jon Oosterhuis, Ned Finneran
and Mike Wells. Safety Czar Wiley will be the key player in the
Wildcats' young secondary.

9

James Madison University
2000: 6-5
2001 Prediction: 4-7

While you had your back turned this summer living in your parents guest house and working a cushy part-time job, the JMU football program experienced mass exodus. Gone are 15 starters from a season ago,
including nine of 11 offensive starters.
Entering is a team in which approximately 62 percent of its scholarships are invested in players who have never played in a game for JMU.
The bright spot of 2001 will be watching the final campaign of the Dukes'
deadly linebacker duo, Derick Pack and Derrick Lloyd.
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i: 9-2
record with the help of some out-ofliversity and the University of New
K'S top oflFenses, thanks to All-Atlantie-

jarterback Brett Gordon and tailback
£93 yaids and 22 touchdowns, while
220 yards and 15 touchdowns,
iresence will lead the Wildcat defense.

6

University of Delaware
2000: 12-2 (postseason 2-1)
2001 Prediction: 8-3

A season ago the University of Delaware boasted one of the best
teams in their program's storied history, losing in the I-AA semifinals.
In 2001 the puzzle isn't quite as complete as the Blue Hens' alltime leading passer Matt Nagy has departed, as has the Atlantic-10's 2000
Defensive Player of the Year, linebacker Brian McKenna
2001 Walter Payton award candidate receiver Jamin Elliott will
need to connect with quarterback Sam Postlethwait A season ago
Postlethwait served as Nagy's backup and only attempted seven passes.

U. of Massachusetts
2000: 7-4
2001 Prediction: 6-5

7

FOOT IA L L

College of William & Mary
2000: 5-6
2001 Prediction: 5-6

The Minutemen will need to show that they can fill some huge
holes left by the departure of All-American selections tailback Marcel
Shipp and linebacker Kole Ayi.
The U-Mass. offense will most likely be under the command of
quarterback Kelly Seibert who last season played in all 11 games but threw
only 85 passes for 491 yards as a backup to Richard Lucero.
Safety Jeremy Robinson picked off four passes in 2000, earning
himself AU-American honors and is the team's leading returning tackier.

William & Mary's offense will be centered around quarterback
Dave Cbrley, who led the Atlantic-10 in total offense with just under 3,000
yards. For the Tribe offense to be potent, Coriey will need to find 2000 A10 Rookie of the Year receiver Rich Musinski.
The Tribe defense, now under first-year defensive coordinator
Tom Clark, returns two 2001 preseason All-A-10 selections lineman Chris
Stahl and linebacker Mohammed Youssofi. The defensive unit will also
feature one of the most athletic secondaries in school history.

1 (\ Nortlleastern University
A U 2000: 4-7.
2001 Prediction: 4-7

11
*

The Huskies finished on a high note in 2000, downing the Dukes
34-30 and ending a six-game losing streak. Northeastern will return eight
offensive starters and nine defensive from that club.
Among those returning on offense are two experienced quarterbacks in Logan Galli and Adam Browne and tailback TJ. McKanas who is
within striking distance of the all-time NU rushing mark.
The Huskie defense will once again be led by All-American safety TJ. Hill, who led the Atlantic-10 in interceptions with eight in 2000.

University of Maine
2000: 5-6
2001 Prediction: 3-8

Maine will try to pick up where it left off last season, as the Black
Bears finished 2000 with thiee wins in their final four games.
Quarterback Jake Eaton will have to find All-Atlantic-10 first-team
preseason selection tight end Chad Hayes for needed offensive production.
The Maine defense returns nine starters, including All-A-10 second-team preseason choices lineman Damon Boinske and linebacker
Stephen Cooper. Boinske led the team with nine sacks in 2000, while
Cooper paced the Black Bears with a team-high 84 tackles last season.

ONFERENCE PREVIEW
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Last of the Duke-dogmen anchor "D"
BY TRAVIS CLINGENPEEL

sports editor
With nine of 11 offensive
starters from last season not
returning for the Dukes in
2001, JMU will have to rely
heavily upon their defense to
stay in games. Luckily for the
Dukes, it's defense that wins
championships.
"We've always had the philosophy that defense wins
games," coach Mickey Matthews
said. "We've got good football
players who can run on defense."
While Matthews' defense is
returning more starters than his
offensive unit, it was deprived of
six starters from a defensive unit
that lead the Atlantic 10 in total
defense and was ranked second
in rushing defense, passing
defense and scoring defense.
All-time JMU sacks leader
defensive end Chris Morant ('01)
All-conference safety Ron Atkins
('01), cornerback Mark Coates
('01), defensive tackle Ulrick
Edmonds ('01), defensive end
Sherrod Briggs ('01) and linebacker Zeb Clark ('01) were all
starters on that unit
They also all graduated last
spring.
"We have 90 kids in camp and

56 of them have no game experience," Matthews said. "That
speaks for itself."
Matthews and his staff are
reluctantly searching among this
year's true freshmen for players
who are ready to be on the field
every Saturday.
"That'll be the biggest decisions we make," Matthews said. "I
do not like to play true freshmen in
any shape, form or fashion."

In the Trenches
Two of JMU's starting defensive lineman this season, redshirt freshman tackle Brandon
Beach and true-freshman end
Ryan Bache, will be seeing their
first collegiate snaps in the season opener against Elon
University on September 1.
Beach is a six-foot-one, 260pound native of Newport News
who defensive coordinator Dick
Hopkins said is as strong as anyone on the defensive side.
Bache takes over at the end
spot vacated by the departure of
Morant and Briggs and has mostly likely earned a starring spot
despite not even being listed on
the preseason depth chart.
"He's got a great burst and
play's extremely hard for a

ROBERT HATT/photo editor

Junior safety Justin Ruffin spent last spring on the diamond for JMU.

ROBERT NATT/photu editor

Senior linebackers Derrick Lloyd (left) and Derick Pack (right) are the cornerstones of this year's squad.

young man," Hopkins said.
"Somewhere along the line,
before he got to us, he learned to
play with a high motor."
Returning to the defensive
trenches for JMU is junior end
Richard Hicks. Hicks started
opposite Morant in 2000, notching 33 tackles and a pair of sacks.
"From an ability standpoint
we feel like from his quickness
and his strength he's very similar
to [Morant]," Hopkins said of his
only returning starter on the line.
"Versus the run [Hicks] is probably as good or better than
[Morant] was."
Hopkins said that Hicks has
been focusing on improving his
pass rush techniques and is coming along nicely in that area.
The veteran in the middle of
the Dukes' defensive line is junior tackle Andrew Owen who
registered 13 tackles and one and
a half sacks in six games last season. Playing time for Owen was
limited due to nagging injuries
and off field problems.
Having overcome those
obstacles, Owen finds himself in
an important role for JMU this
season.
"His leadership is really key,"

Hopkins said. "Andrew's not
one of those ya-ya guys. He
doesn't draw a lot of attention to
himself."

Triple D
A section of the defense that
A-10 foes will be paying a lot of
attention to in 2001 is the Dukes'
talented linebacker corp. In seniors Derick Pack and Derrick
Lloyd, JMU returns two All-conference backers who will serve as
the cornerstone of this unit.
This combo of linebackers
that Matthews thinks may be the
best two in the league bring their
own strengths to the gridiron
A middle linebacker for the
Dukes, Lloyd is known amongst
his teammates as the strongest
player on the team, Matthews
called it "legendary."
"His natural strength is really
impressive," Matthews said of
Lloyd's ability to bench press
450-pounds. "It doesn't make
any difference what they put on
there, he lifts it"
The stories and legends of
accomplishments in the weight
room by Lloyd certainly aren't
coming from his mouth, it's rare
that anything does.

"He's probably the quietest
kid on the team," Matthews said.
"You just never have to correct
him. You'll coach him for two
hours and you won't correct him
five times."
Lloyd made few mistakes in
2000, a season that saw him make
103 stops while starting all but
one game.

Packing Up
While Lloyd brings the power
to JMU's linebacking corp, outside linebacker Pack brings the
speed. A former safety at W Va.
where he played special teams
for one season before transferring
to JMU, Pack can cover just about
any back an offense sends at him.
"I'm a little undersized [for
alinebacker]," Pack said. "But
with things like physical presence I can make up for it with my
speed."
The six-foot-one, 230-pound
native of Princeton, West Virginia
led the A-10 in tackles in 2000,
putting an end to 156 plays. That
performance was good enough
to earn him first team All-A-10
honors and third-team Allconlinued on next page
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Veterans lead JMU defense in '01
Young defensive line leaves JMU with question murk as season opens
from previous page

America honors from The
Sports Network.
The 156 stops were the
fourth-best single season total
ever and Derick's 294 tackles in
just two seasons puts him in
the top 10 in JMU history.
JMU's triple "D" linebacker threat is completed
with sophomore Dennard
Melton. Hopkins has said
that while Lloyd and Pack
have gotten all of the ink, all
three have played at a very
good level of consistency.
Playing as a red-shirt
freshman, last season Melton
returned an interception 32yards for a touchdown in his
first collegiate game against
Lock Haven University. On
the ensuing kick off he
scooped up a loose ball and
returned it 10 yards for touchdowns on consecutive plays.
Looking to make his own
big debut this season at linebacker will be true freshman
Trey Townsend. Townsend
will play behind Melton and
has the JMU coaching staff
fired up.

"A kid that everyone will
enjoy watching," Matthews
said of the former defensive
back. "He can run like the wind.
Trey's the real deal."

Last line of defense
Without Coates anchoring
the cornerbacks, the Dukes
will rely on senior Jovonn
Quillen. In 2000, Quillen was
playing cornerback for the
first time after transferring to
JMU as a safety from Gulf

-6 6

Potential will always
get you beat, it's
performance — that's
what it's all about.
— Dick Hopkins
defensive coordinator
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Coast Junior College.
With that transition complete Quillen feels he is poised
to improve on last season, when
he made 48 stops and led the
team with three interceptions.
"They threw me in there, a

lot of learning assignments,"
Quillen said. "Now I've got
everything down pat."
Hopkins said that he has
seen Quillen gain considerable confidence in himself in
the year that he has been at the
starting corner spot and that
his personal goal of seven
interceptions is possible if
teams challenge him throughout the season.
Expected to be a starting
cornerback come September 1,
red-shirt freshman Rondell
Bradley is a converted running
back that has his coaches confident in the Dukes' secondary.
Hopkins said Bradley is as
athletic or more so than Coates
and is one of the better tacklers
on the entire defensive squad.
"Playing football for him
means something," Hopkins
said. "He just likes to put the
gear on, look in the mirror and
go out and play.
We're expecting big things
from Rondell."
The Dukes return a pair of
veteran safeties with significant experience in 2001, juniors Justin Ruffin and Reggie
Taylor. Ruffin returns to the

ROBERT NATT/phoio editor

Freshman linebacker Trey Townsend is a JMU prospect who the
Dukes coaches say will add much needed depth at the position.

ROBERT Nr\TT/photo editor

Junior safety Reggie Taylor (#21) and senior linebacker Derick Pack (#7) close in on the ball earner at practice last week. Taylor will be counted on as an experienced defensive back for JMU.

football team after spending
the spring season with the
Diamond Dukes as an outfielder. In the 2000 season, he
made 70 tackles, 50 of those
unassisted.
With
Ruffin
missing
spring practice, red-shirt
freshman Jay Paige took
advantage of the extra snaps
at the vacated position, creating a battle for the starting
position on Saturday.
Hopkins and his staff post
an updated depth chart
every day of practice to
encourage competition for
the starting slots.
"We're going to play the
guys that perform," Hopkins
said. "Potential will always get
you beat; it's performance —
that's what it's all about."
Taylor played
behind
Atkins a year ago, but made 31
tackles of his own and is a

probable starter this season.
Matthews
complimented
Taylor on his assuming of a
key leadership role along
with Pack.
Bringing depth to JMU's
safety position is true freshman
Mike Wilkerson. Wilkerson is a
six-foot-one, 200-pound safety
who Hopkins thinks may make
a move closer to the line if he
continues to develop physically.

A positive attitude
Despite some young, developing players on defense,
Matthews and his staff do not
intend to change anything in
terms of the type of defense
that the Dukes play.
"Our kids are positive and I
don't want them any other
way," Matthews said. "Our
kids think they're going to win
all the time and we don't want
to change that."
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JMU's Minister
of Defense
Dick Hopkins commands one of the
league s mostformidable defenses
BY TRAVIS CLINGENPEEL

sports editor
Dr. Jerkyl had to test a potion
to turn into Mr. Hyde. All defensive coordinator Dick Hopkins
has to do is step out onto the
football field.

JMU's Mr. Hyde
The third-year coach at the
helm of JMU's highly-touted
defense is perhaps the coaching
staff's most approachable member off the field, but when he
gets on the gridiron it's a different story.
"He's like night and day
on and off the field," senior
linebacker Derick Pack said.
"Off the field he's more
upbeat and funny."
Hopkins is known for off the
field being a player's coach, one
that they can joke with and who
will listen to them when they
bring him concerns.
When the Dukes defense
straps on the pads, however, it's
Hopkins' way or no way.
"On the field he's the exact
opposite," Pack said. "He's a
general on the field."
Approach JMU's practice
field some afternoon and you'll
likely find Hopkins with his
thinning white hair flailing
wildly as he barks marching
orders to his troops. He's just
being himself and he has no
apologies for that.
"Like
coach
[Mickey)
Matthews says, you coach to
your personality," Hopkins said.
"I'm just doing it my way.
When's it's business it's time
to put that face on. Coach
Matthews is paying me to get the
defense ready."
It's Hopkins' way that has

produced two consecutive JMU
defensive units that have led the
league or been near the top of the
league in nearly every major statistical category, numerous AllAtlantic-10 honorees and a New
Orleans Saints' free-agent signee
in Ron Atkins ('00).
The 50-year old native of
West Palm Beach, Florida,
returning to his off-the-field persona, isn't anxious to take credit
for any of that.
"It all has to do with players,"
Hopkins said. "Players win
games, coaches don't.

Coaching 101
The basics of coaching to
Hopkins are simple, get the
guys in the right place and then
drill them on fundamentals.
Hopkins said that the real key
to coaching is getting the pegs
in the right slots, in other
words make sure that each
player is in the position best
suited to him.
After that, it's all about
drilling the fundementals. This
formula is summed up best in
something that a high school
coach he knew told him a long
time ago.
"He said, 'Show me a coach
that likes to scrimmage and I'll
show you a poor coach,'"
Hopkins said. "That's our job as
coach, we spend an awful lot of
time on fundamentals."

Seminole Days
While Hopkins may be the
Dukes' minister of defense,
he spent his playing days as
the prey, recruited to Florida
State in 1970 as a quarterback.
In Hopkins' recuiting class
alone the Seminoles brought

eight
quarterbacks
to
Tallahassee, including a highschool Ail-American.
Since freshmen weren't
allowed to play varsity ball and
the competition at quarterback
would be too fierce, Hopkins
took at red-shirt year in which he
made the move to tight end.
There he played behind Gary
Paris, a tight end in the NFL for
nine years.
"I was a participant,"
Hopkins said. "I didn't play
near as much as I would have
liked to."
In his second year at FSU,
the Seminoles were under
first-year coach Larry Jones
who made a big debut, going
8-3 and competing in the first
Fiesta Bowl.
"We had a very fine football
team that year," Hopkins said.
The next two seasons for
Hopkins and FSU were disappointing ones. In 1972 the 'Noles
were returning 18 of 22 starters,
but fell to a disappointing 7-4
record. Recruiting would catch
up to the program the following
year, one in which they played
11 games without pulling out a
win.
Hopkins graduated from
Florida State in the spring of
1974. He returned home as a
high school coach, but wouldn't
remain there for long. Two years
later the defensive coordinator,
under new FSU coach Bobby
Bowden, needed a defensive
graduate assistant and Hopkins
was anxious to return to
Tallahassee.
Two and a half decades later,
he's still on the defensive side of
the ball.
Bowden's first season at the
helm for the 'Noles was a 5-6
bumpy affair, since then they
have played with the consistency that has earned him his leg-

endary status.
"Coach Bowden really has
done a wonderful job there,"
Hopkins said. "From Coach
Bowden I learned an awful
lot just about how to handle
people. He was a very, very
good leader."

Hitting the Road
Since leaving his alma mater
for Duke University in 1981

Hopkins has made coaching
stops at the University of
Cincinnati, Rice University,
Vanderbilt University, Temple
University, Yale University and
Tulane University before landing in Harrisonburg in 1999.
It is a 25-year coaching
career that is so full of highlights and big names that
anyone other than Hopkins
see HOPKINS, page 15

Dick Hopkins
Defensive Coordinator
Year at JMU: Third
Graduate of: Florida State

-Was a graduate assistant under Florida
State coach Bobby Bowden
- Helped coach Tulane to a 1 2-f) record
and Liberty Bowl win In 199B
- In 1302 was defensive coordinator of
Cincinnati Bearcats team that defeated
lampion Penn State 1 4-B
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defense in each of his two full seasons
"He's like night and day on and off the field.
Off the field he's more upbeat and funny ...
On the field he's the exact opposite, he's a
Beneral on the field," Derick Pack an Hopkins
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Being all that he
can be on *D'
Derick Pack cracks top-ten career
tackle leaders in just two seasons
BY TRAVIS CLINGENPEEL

sports editor
Things change, it's inevitable.
People, seasons, dining halls
... nothing can escape change. It
doesn't mean you have to like it at
first. Just ask senior Derick Pack.
When the six-foot-one, 230pound native of Princeton, West
Virginia arrived in Harrisonburg
from West Virginia University in
1999 he was 35 pounds lighter,
and a defensive back.
Moving down from Division I-

A to JMU meant that he could
quickly turn himself into one of the
league's best safeties.

Movin' on up
Pack's plans changed when
linebacker
coach
Kyle
Gillenwater approached him
with a request; move ten feet
closer to the line of scrimmage.
Coach Gillenwater and the
rest of coach Mickey Matthews'
staff were in their first months on
the job and they quickly detected

Derick Pack
Senior Linebacker
6-1, E20
Princeton, West Va.

- At beginning off BO01 season on
JMU s career tackles Hat despite
playing in Just two seasons
In eppO Pack made 1 56 stops,
best single season
IfVstcnW history kte-/^>
AII-AmerMn by T
Sports Network In 2000
"He'sbees a btessina/cami
from West Virginia ... "He's' one off
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the greatest In the nation."
Reggie Taylor oo Pack

a need in their linebacking corp.
"We just felt that with the
defense we were going to run
that we needed a guy from a
foot quickness standpoint that
could offer more help quickly,"
defensive coordinator Dick
Hopkins said.
Matthews and company
were comfotable with what they
had at middle and strong side
linebacker, but needed a linebacker that could cover backs
coming out of the oppositions
backfield, as well as make the
stops in the middle.
For the sake of the team, Pack
reluctantly agreed to become an
•undersized linebacker for the
first time, but his dissatisfaction
with the move showed.
"He was pretty unhappy
about it," junior safety Reggie
Taylor said. "He didn't want that."
Pack admits that his reluctance
stemmed from his size at the time,
saying that 195 pounds is a safety
or a comer on some teams.
"At first I was unsure about it,"
Pack said, a smile creeping across
his face. "I just tried to make the
most of the opportunity."

Back to basics
Under the tutelage of
Hopkins, Gillenwater and veteran linebackers Zeb Clark
('00) and Mike Luckie ('99),
Pack soaked up what he could
about playing linebacker and
discovered what Hopkins
thought he would, outside
linebacker was where he
belonged in I-AA football.
Finding a linebacker that was
capable of the pass coverage that
Pack is was critical to the first
year staff as the Dukes' defense
sees a lot of one-back sets and
wide-open offenses.
"When you walk out into
space that's all you're really
playing is strong safety,"
Hopkins said.

The first offense that Pack
would see at linebacker was the
eventual runner-up to the
national championship, Virginia
Tech. His debut against Michael
Vick and company was an
impressive one, leading the team
with 13 tackles.
After his performance in the
season opener Pack never
looked back as he lead the team
or was tied for the team lead in
tackles in eight of the 12 games
that year. Pack totaled 138 tackles in his first season in the purple and gold.
"As far as the natural linebackers instincts, I didn't have
those," Pack said. "I just ran to
the ball and hustled, that's how I
made my plays."
For his efforts he was named
a first-team All-Atlantic-10 selection and was a finalist for the
Buck Buchanan Award, given
yearly to the nation's top
Division I-AA defender.

West Virginia roots
That's not a bad-debut for a
player who out of high school
never had any intention of seeing a Division I-AA field. Pack
headed for Morgantown, W.
Va. and the Mountaineers to
begin his collegiate career, following in the footsteps of his
older brother Donnie.
After a season of being redshirted he saw his first collegiate
action on WVU's special teams
unit, an experience that left him

hungry for more playing time.
"As a freshman you just want
to be on the field," Pack said.
"But once you get out on the
field, I guess it's the greediness in
me that wanted to be out there
more and more."
As the season continued
Pack became more convinced
that he wanted to see a starting
role on a team, and decided
that the I-AA was where he was
going to get that.

JMU connections
Meanwhile, four hours to the
East, JMU wide receiver Mark
Bacote ('00) became aware that
Pack, a friend of his from Fork
Union Military Academy, was
thinking about leaving the
Mountaineers. Bacote encouraged
Pack to look at JMU, then still
under former coach Alex Wood.
After narrowing it down to
JMU and East Tennesee State,
Pack came to Harrisonburg to
meet the team and the program's
new staff. The atmosphere he
encountered while here was
something that he was unaccustomed to.
"There seemed to be more
individuals up [at West Virginia],"
Pack said. "When I got here it
reminded me of high school with
how close my team was."
With the '99 season under his
belt at linebacker for the Dukes
,Pack knew 1 that while the transition was well under way it was
continued on next page
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Pack chases history
Linebacker moves up career tackles list
from previous page

ROBERT HATT/photo editor

Senior linebacker Derick Pack transferred to JMU after one season at West Virginia.
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BLUE
HEALTH CENTER, P.L.C.
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Richard E.N. Sedwick, MD, FACOG
Nancy I. Durning, MN, RN-CS, FNP-C
1885 Port Republic Road Harrisonburg, VA

was far from over.
Hopkins said that while Pack had
played well, his safety instincts were
showing as he tended to drop in to coverage too soon instead of attacking.
"He was being a little too passive,"
Hopkins said. "We just had to make sure
that he came and attacked things on the
run a lot more than he did."
So with a new level of aggression Pack
entered the 2000 season with nothing but
optimism for both his play and a veteran
Dukes squad.
Pack picked up right where he left off,
leading the league in tackles for the second consecutive year with 156 stops, the
fourth-best single-season mark in JMU
history. He registered a career high in
tackles against the University of
Richmond with 21.
Once again the honors poured in for
Pack, he was a first-team All-A-10 selection
and a third-team All-American by The
Sports Network. He was chosen as the
team's most valuable defensive player.
But as the tackles piled up and the
accolades became emminent, the Dukes
season unraveled as special teams miscues and a host of holding calls turned
JMU's bright hopes of repeating the A-10
championship into a frustrating 6-5 headscratcher that for Pack took the luster off
of any postseason honors.
'It didn't mean anything to me because
we went 6-5 and just didn't have the season we should have had," Pack said.
2001 marks Pack's first time not playing on a veteran defense expected to carry
the Dukes to the I-AA playoffs. Instead of
being a name among names as in past
years Pack will be the star defensive
starter, a first-team All-A-10 selection
who has the chance to affect several JMU
tackles records this season.
Pack sits at tenth all-time in JMU history with 294 tackles. With a performance
near what he has done the past two cam-

Harrisonburg Baptist Church

www.brwhc.yourmd.com
433-6613
1.7 miles east of 1-81 exit 245

Bus Route #2

paigns, Pack could expect to finish his
collegiate career in the top five.
Last season's total of 156 tackles was
the fourth-best in school history and just
11 shy of the all-time single season record
of 167 set by Clyde Hoy ('81) in 1981.
Could Pack find himself eclipsing that
mark in its 20th-anniversery? He doesn't
care.
"I just go out there and play the
game," Pack said. "I just keep all that
stuff in the back and play my game ...
But to be listed with names like Charles
Haley and guys like that, it's definitely
an honor."
Pack doesn't become very vocal
when asked about his stats. Talk about
the team he's leading into competition
Saturday, however, and he becomes
much more optimistic.
"I'm definitely excited about this
year as I was the previous two years,"
Pack said. "I think we've got a lot of
young talent and I'm real anxious to see
how it turns out."
Professional scouts may be just as
anxious to see how Pack and senior linebacker Derrick Lloyd evolve in their final
year of eligibility for the Dukes. Scouts
from both the Chicago Bears and Denver
Broncos have been in town during training camp to view film of the duo and to
see them practice.
While Matthews was quick to caution
reporters that the presence of the scouts
meant nothing more than that Pack and
Lloyd were being looked at, the idea of a
professional career has Pack excited
about life after JMU.
"As a young child I always had the
dream of going to the NFL," Pack said.
"Hopefully I can make it happen."
Pack has gone from a Division I-A
special teams player with defensive
back roots to an All-American linebacker in the I-AA and a possible professional product and he's done it all in
three years.
Apparently change is a good thing.
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Hopkins spearheads JMU defensive unit
nomadic existence that takes its
toll on one's family life.
"That was a very close knit
"If you're married she cannot
group," Hopkins said. "That be a possesive type person,"
was a great experience going
Hopkins said. "They really have
12-0, I had never been on an
to adjust."
undefeated team."
Hopkins said that changing
The Blue Devils, with defense jobs is easier for coaches than for
spear-headed by
their families
Hopkins, edged
because
at
school the supout
the
Volunteers of the
port group is
•That was a great
University of
the same, athTennesee 25-24 experience going 12-0,1 letic directors
and
fellow
in
front of
100,000 faithful
had never been on an coaches. For
in Knoxville.
their families
As a defen- undefeated team before, this wt always
sive coordinator
— Dick Hopkins As for the
at
Cinncy,
on his 1998 Tulane team Hopkins famiHopkins and the
ly, they would
Bearcats upset
5?
like to hold
national championto life in the
on Perm State 14Shenandoah as long as possible.
3 in 1982. Then Nitany Lions had
"They've
been
very
been 32-point favorites.
Among the coaches that maleable," Hopkins said of his
four children. "I really like raising
Hopkins has coached along side
my children here to be honest"
of are Bobby Bowden, his son
That being said Hopkins
Tommy Bowden and Bill Parcels,
ducked into the recesses of
just to name a few.
Bridgeforth stadium, it was time
Hopkins' nine schools in 25
to get back to business.
years proves that coaching is a

HOPKINS, from page 12
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Defensive coordinator Dick Hopkins has a one-sided discussion with a JMU defender In practice.
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